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Justice Boyd delivered the opinion of the Court.

The Texas Constitution guarantees that "[n]o
citizen of this State shall be deprived of life,
liberty, property, privileges or immunities, or in
any manner disfranchised, except by the due
course of the law of the land." TEX. CONST. art.
I, § 19. The plaintiffs in this case assert that this

guarantee
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invalidates a new Texas law that prohibits the
processing and manufacturing of smokable
hemp products. The trial court agreed and
permanently enjoined the defendants from
enforcing the challenged law, and the
defendants directly appealed to this Court.1

Because we conclude that the due-course clause
does not protect the interest the plaintiffs assert,
we reverse the trial court's judgment.

I.

Background

The federal Agriculture Improvement Act of
20182 —commonly referred to as the 2018 Farm
Bill—classified "hemp" as an agricultural
product and generally authorized each state to
decide whether and how to regulate it within the
state's borders. The bill delegated to the U.S.
Department of Agriculture the responsibility for
approving each state's hemp-regulation plan and
for implementing a federal plan for any state
that elects not to adopt its own. Although
"marihuana" remains a Schedule 1 substance
under the federal Controlled Substances Act, the
2018 Farm Bill excludes "hemp" and hemp
products that are cultivated, produced,
manufactured, and sold in compliance with
federal regulations and the relevant state's
federally approved plan.3

The Texas Legislature adopted a hemp plan at
its next legislative session in 2019. Through
House Bill 1325,4 the legislature enacted
chapters 121 and 122 of the Texas Agriculture
Code, generally permitting and regulating the
cultivation and handling of hemp within the
state. TEX. AGRIC. CODE §§ 121.001 – 122.404.
The bill also added chapter 443 to the Texas
Health and Safety Code, generally permitting
and regulating the manufacture and sale of
consumable hemp products within the state.
TEX. HEALTH & SAFETY CODE §§ 443.001
–.207. Chapter 443 expressly authorizes the
executive commissioner of the Texas Health and
Human Services Commission to "adopt rules and
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procedures necessary to administer and enforce
this chapter," consistent with the state plan. Id. §
443.051.5

The Texas hemp plan generally permits Texans
to cultivate, handle, transport, export, process,
manufacture, distribute, sell, and purchase
hemp and hemp-containing products within the
state.6 But as
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an exception to this otherwise broad
authorization, the plan expressly prohibits the
"processing" or "manufacturing" of hemp-
containing products "for smoking."7 Specifically,
chapter 122 prohibits any state agency from
authorizing "a person to manufacture a product
containing hemp for smoking." TEX. AGRIC.
CODE § 122.301(b). And chapter 443 requires
the commissioner's rules to reflect the
"principle" that "the processing or
manufacturing of a consumable hemp product
for smoking is prohibited." TEX. HEALTH &
SAFETY CODE § 443.204(4). Based on this
mandate, the commissioner adopted rule
300.104, which prohibits the "manufacture" and
"processing" of "consumable hemp products for
smoking." 25 TEX. ADMIN. CODE § 300.104.8

The plaintiffs in this case (collectively, the Hemp
Companies) are Texas-based entities that
manufacture, process, distribute, and sell hemp
products—including smokable hemp
products—in Texas.9 They filed this suit against
the Texas Department of State Health Services
and its commissioner (collectively, the
Department), seeking a declaration that section
443.204(4) and rule 300.104 violate the Texas
Constitution's due-course clause and an
injunction prohibiting their enforcement.10
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After initially granting a temporary injunction
against the rule's enforcement,11 the trial court
rendered a final judgment declaring that section
443.204(4) violates the Texas Constitution and
that rule 300.104 is invalid in its entirety and
enjoining the Department from enforcing the
statute or the rule. We accepted the

Department's direct appeal.

II.

Due Course of Law

The Hemp Companies assert that the state's ban
against the manufacturing and processing of
smokable hemp products in Texas violates the
Constitution's due-course clause because the
ban has no rational connection to any possible
governmental interest12 and its real-world effect
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is so burdensome as to be oppressive in light of
any governmental interest.13 They rely in
particular on our decision in Patel v. Texas
Department of Licensing and Regulation , 469
S.W.3d 69, 90 (Tex. 2015) (holding that state
licensing requirements for commercial eyebrow
threading were "so burdensome that they are
oppressive").

Before we can address the Hemp Companies’ no-
rational-basis and oppressiveness arguments,
however, we must determine whether the Hemp
Companies have alleged the deprivation of an
interest the due-course clause protects. See
Honors Acad., Inc. v. Tex. Educ. Agency , 555
S.W.3d 54, 61 (Tex. 2018) ("Before any
substantive or procedural due-process rights
attach, however, the citizen must have a liberty
or property interest that is entitled to
constitutional protection.").14 The Department
argued in the trial court and continues to argue
in this Court that the due-course clause does not
protect the Hemp Companies’ interest in
manufacturing or processing smokable hemp
products. Under our "two-step inquiry," we
address this argument first. Tex. S. Univ. v.
Villarreal , 620 S.W.3d 899, 905 (Tex. 2021).15

Because we agree with the Department that the
due-course clause does not protect the Hemp
Companies’ asserted interest, we do not reach
the inquiry's second step.16

[647 S.W.3d 654]

A. Work-related interests

The Hemp Companies assert that the state's ban
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on the manufacturing and processing of
smokable hemp products impermissibly infringes
on their "liberty" and "property" rights to "work
and earn a living." This Court and the U.S.
Supreme Court have at times recognized that
the due-course and due-process clauses can
protect work-related economic interests, which
have sometimes been characterized as the "right
to earn a living," Smith v. Decker , 158 Tex. 416,
312 S.W.2d 632, 633 (Tex. 1958), or the right to
engage in a "chosen profession," Greene v.
McElroy , 360 U.S. 474, 492, 79 S.Ct. 1400, 3
L.Ed.2d 1377 (1959).

But protected work-related interests, although
sometimes broadly stated, are not without limits.
Neither "property rights nor contract rights are
absolute," and "[c]ertain kinds of business may
be prohibited" altogether. Nebbia v. New York ,
291 U.S. 502, 523, 528, 54 S.Ct. 505, 78 L.Ed.
940 (1934) (footnotes omitted).17 The due-course
clause is not so broad as to protect every form
and method in which one may choose to work or
earn a living, and some work-related interests do
not enjoy constitutional protection at all. Many
cases have thus described the constitutionally
protected work-related interest more narrowly
as a right to "engage in any of the common
occupations of life," Meyer v. Nebraska , 262
U.S. 390, 399, 43 S.Ct. 625, 67 L.Ed. 1042
(1923) (emphasis added),18 or as a right to follow
or pursue a "lawful calling, business, or
profession," Dent v. West Virginia , 129 U.S.
114, 121, 9 S.Ct. 231, 32 L.Ed. 623 (1889)
(emphasis added).19
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To decide this case, we need not determine
precisely what constitutes a "common
occupation" or a "lawful calling." Nor must we
decide how or whether Texas's due-course
clause protects all such occupations or callings.
It is enough to observe that the due-course
clause, like its federal counterpart, has never
been interpreted to protect a right to work in
fields our society has long deemed "inherently
vicious and harmful." Murphy v. California , 225
U.S. 623, 628, 630, 32 S.Ct. 697, 56 L.Ed. 1229
(1912) (stating that such occupations are
"neither protected by the state nor the Federal

Constitution"). Historically, for example,
gambling and racetrack ownership were not
"one of life's ‘common occupations,’ " and the
desire to make a living by owning such an
enterprise does not fall within the "liberty" or
"property" interests the due-process and due-
course clauses protect. Medina v. Rudman , 545
F.2d 244, 251 (1st Cir. 1976) (explaining that an
"investment in such an enterprise, when
permitted at all, is plainly open to the strictest
kind of supervision"). Citizens are "bound to
know" that such occupations can "lawfully be
regulated out of existence." Murphy , 225 U.S. at
630, 32 S.Ct. 697 (rejecting constitutional
challenge to an ordinance prohibiting "the
keeping of billiard or pool tables for hire").

Similarly, some occupational interests exist only
because the government has created them or
made them available. For due-process and due-
course purposes, such an interest is properly
characterized as a form of "property" interest.
Villarreal , 620 S.W.3d at 908.20 But to be
constitutionally protected, a property interest
must be "vested." Honors Acad. , 555 S.W.3d at
61. When an interest "is predicated upon the
anticipated continuance" of an existing law and
is "subordinate to" the legislature's right to
change the law and "abolish" the interest, the
interest is not vested. City of Dallas v. Trammell
, 129 Tex. 150, 101 S.W.2d 1009, 1013 (Tex.
1937), superseded on other grounds by
constitutional amendment as stated in Degan v.
Bd. of Trs. of Dall. Police & Fire Pension Sys. ,
594 S.W.3d 309, 313–14 (Tex. 2020).

So, for example, because the right to operate a
charter school "rests entirely on the
Legislature's decision to continue the [charter-
school] system," a charter-school operator has
no vested property interest in its charter.
Honors Acad. , 555 S.W.3d at 62–63. Similarly, a
government-issued permit to operate a private
club that sells alcohol "is not a vested property
right but is a privilege that is granted and
enjoyed subject to regulations prescribed by the
Legislature." Tex. Liquor Control Bd. v. Canyon
Creek Land Corp. , 456 S.W.2d 891, 895 (Tex.
1970).21

[647 S.W.3d 656]
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As "a general rule," constitutional due-process
protections do not "extend" to such privileges.
House of Tobacco v. Calvert , 394 S.W.2d 654,
656–57 (Tex. 1965).22

B. The Hemp Companies’ asserted interest

The Hemp Companies have described their
interest in various ways. Most broadly, they have
asserted a right to "economic liberty" and a
"freedom to work and earn a living." Less
broadly, they have described a "right to pursue a
lawful calling" and "to engage in any of the
common occupations of life." More narrowly,
they have complained that Texas law deprives
them "of the ability to manufacture in Texas a
product that is lawful"; most narrowly, to engage
in "the manufacture and processing of smokable
hemp products from exempt portions of the
cannabis plant." The Department focuses on the
narrowest description, asserting that the "Hemp
Companies have neither a liberty interest nor a
vested property interest in manufacturing or
processing consumable hemp products for
smoking."

In some sense, all of these descriptions—the
most general and the most specific, as well as
those falling between the two—accurately
identify the interest the Hemp Companies are
asserting.23 We have not directly addressed the
question of how generally or specifically courts
should define asserted constitutional interests,
but we need not fully resolve that question here.
It is enough for present purposes to conclude
that we should define the interest as specifically
as necessary to accurately reflect the
constitution's language ("liberty" and
"property"), our precedential construction of
that language, and the realities of the
deprivation the Hemp Companies are claiming.

Defining the interest in this case broadly, as a
"right to economic freedom" or a right to "make
a living" or to "engage in an occupation of one's
choosing," might sufficiently fit within the due-
course clause's broad references to "liberty" or
"property," but it would not reflect the well-
established precedent recognizing those
interests’ limitations to "common occupations"
and "lawful callings," which exclude an interest

in an "inherently harmful and vicious" economic
endeavor, or a right that is not vested. Nor do
the broad characterizations accurately reflect
the realities of the deprivation the Hemp
Companies assert. They do not contend
generally that the state's hemp plan
unconstitutionally restricts their right to make a
living or even to do so by manufacturing hemp
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products. In fact, they concede that, even with
the prohibition against the production of
smokable hemp products, Texas law permits
them to be lawfully engaged in the hemp-
products industry, although not nearly as
profitably. Instead, they narrowly challenge only
the specific prohibition against the manufacture
and processing of smokable hemp products. We
therefore narrowly define their asserted interest
accordingly and ask whether the right to engage
in that economic endeavor enjoys the due-course
clause's protection.

C. Production of smokable hemp products

The Hemp Companies argue that the due-course
clause protects their asserted interest in a
common and lawful occupation because, until
the enactment of House Bill 1325, Texas law
always permitted manufacturing and processing
smokable hemp products. But in making that
argument, the Hemp Companies conflate the
substance defined as "hemp" under House Bill
1325 (that is, the substance the Companies want
to use to manufacture and process smokable
hemp products) and the substance commonly
known as "hemp" throughout American history.
To explain, we must conduct a fairly thorough
review of the historical background leading up
to the statutes now at issue.

1. Hemp, Cannabis, CBD, and THC

Initially, the term "hemp" was used generically
to refer to a variety of fibrous plants.24 After Carl
Linnaeus classified the Cannabis genus of plants
in 1753,25 the term was used to refer to various
species within that genus,26 and ultimately more
specifically to the species Cannabis sativa L.27

Hemp—as the cannabis plant was commonly
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called—was a "staple crop" in the American
colonies and used throughout early American
history to produce a number of products
including clothing and other textiles, rope,
paper, and medicines.28 After the cotton gin
became more widely available in the early
1800s, however, the hemp industry began a
steady decline.29

The Cannabis sativa L. plant naturally produces
chemical compounds called cannabinoids.30 One
such cannabinoid is cannabidiol, commonly
referred to as CBD.31 CBD is credited by some
with providing relief for a variety of ailments
when consumed, including inflammation,
neurodegenerative diseases, epilepsy, seizures,
pain, anxiety, psychosis, depression, insomnia,
acne, and drug addictions.32 Importantly,
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CBD does not have psychoactive or psychotropic
effects, and thus consuming CBD does not cause
intoxication or produce a "high."33

The Cannabis sativa L. plant also produces
another cannabinoid called Delta-9
tetrahydrocannabidiol, commonly referred to as
THC.34 THC may also provide relief for certain
ailments, including nausea, spasms, appetite
loss, and neuropathic pain.35 But more famously,
THC has a psychoactive effect that produces a
high when ingested by humans.36 Historically,
certain anatomical parts of the Cannabis sativa
L. plant naturally contained more THC than
others. In particular, the leaves, buds, and
flowers typically contained higher levels of THC,
while the mature stalks and seeds contained
much lower levels.37

2. Government regulation and control

Within the United States, the use of the
Cannabis sativa L. plant as an intoxicant
developed initially along the Gulf Coast and the
Rio Grande in the early 1900s.38 Around the
same time, Americans increasingly began
referring to the plant by the name "marihuana"
(or "marijuana"),39 particularly when used—or
when referring to the parts of the plant used—to
produce a high.40 The term "hemp" continued to

be used within the context of industrial uses, but
both terms—hemp and marihuana—referred to
the same plant, the Cannabis sativa L.41

As use of the Cannabis sativa L. plant as an
intoxicant gained in popularity, government
efforts to control, restrict, or prohibit that use
quickly followed. By 1915, the City of El Paso
adopted one of the country's first municipal
ordinances banning the sale and possession of
cannabis.42 Soon thereafter, Congress passed the
Narcotic Drug Import and Export Act of 1922,
prohibiting the importation, exportation, and
non-medical use of opiates and narcotics and
establishing the Federal Narcotics Control
Board.43

Although commentators may debate whether
Congress intended the 1922 Act to include
cannabis among the regulated "narcotics,"44

regulatory efforts in the 1930s undeniably
focused on the Cannabis
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sativa L. plant. By 1931, twenty-nine
states—including Texas—had passed laws
prohibiting "marihuana" use.45 By the mid-1930s,
the Texas Legislature had enacted a series of
statutes making it illegal to sell, distribute, or
possess narcotics, which was defined to include
"marihuana," and Texas courts were deciding
cases filed under those statutes, even if they
weren't sure what marihuana was.46

Congress's next step was to enact the Marihuana
Tax Act of 1937.47 The 1937 Act did not directly
outlaw marihuana, but instead imposed such
demanding tax and administrative burdens on
those who distributed, sold, or possessed it that
it "practically curtailed the marijuana trade."48

As the first federal law directed specifically at
curtailing the use of cannabis, the Act defined
the term "marihuana" to mean "all parts of the
plant Cannabis sativa L. , whether growing or
not; the seeds thereof; the resin extracted from
any part of such plant; and every compound,
manufacture, salt, derivative, mixture, or
preparation of such plant, its seeds, or resins."
Marihuana Tax Act of 1937, Pub. L. No. 75-238,
sec. 1(b), 50 Stat. 551, 551 (1937) (repealed
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1970). Based, however, on the common
understanding that some of the plant's parts did
not contain any (or much) of the intoxicating
ingredient, the definition expressly excluded
from the term "the mature stalks of such plant,
fiber produced from such stalks, oil or cake
made from the seeds of such plant, any other
compound, manufacture, salt, derivative,
mixture, or preparation of such mature stalks
(except the resin extracted therefrom), fiber, oil,
or cake, or the sterilized seed of such plant
which is incapable of germination." Id.

By the end of 1937, forty-six of the forty-eight
states and the District of Columbia had enacted
legislation prohibiting the possession and use of
marihuana.49 Nevertheless, concerns over the
significantly increasing usage of illegal drugs led
Congress to pass the Boggs Act of 1951,
substantially increasing the penalties for
violations of the Narcotic Drug Import and
Export Act of 1922 and the Marihuana Tax Act of
1937.50 Even further increases resulted from the
passage of the Narcotic Control Drug Act of
1956, which included cannabis among the list of
drugs to which it applied.51 Thirty-four states,
including Texas, followed suit by enacting "Little
Boggs Acts," increasing the penalties under their
state drug laws.52

The 1960s famously produced a substantial
surge in marihuana use.53 In 1970, as
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part of President Nixon's "War on Drugs,"
Congress passed the Comprehensive Drug Abuse
Prevention and Control Act and the Controlled
Substances Act, categorizing "marihuana" as a
Schedule 1 drug, having the highest potential for
abuse and no accepted medical use.54 "Cannabis
has remained a Schedule I drug ever since."55

Like the Marihuana Tax Act of 1937, the federal
Controlled Substances Act defined "marihuana"
anatomically to mean "all parts of the plant
Cannabis sativa L., whether growing or not; the
seeds thereof; the resin extracted from any part
of such plant; and every compound,
manufacture, salt, derivative, mixture, or
preparation of such plant, its seeds or resin." 21

U.S.C. § 802(16)(A).56 But also like the 1937 Act,
the definition excluded "the mature stalks of
such plant, fiber produced from such stalks, oil
or cake made from the seeds of such plant, any
other compound, manufacture, salt, derivative,
mixture, or preparation of such mature stalks
(except the resin extracted therefrom), fiber, oil,
or cake, or the sterilized seed of such plant
which is incapable of germination." Id. §
802(16)(B)(ii).

Because the Controlled Substances Act
completely prohibited substances containing any
amount of THC, the federal Drug Enforcement
Agency interpreted the law as banning all forms
of the Cannabis sativa L. plant, whether
considered "hemp" or "marihuana."57 As a result,
the federal government "prohibited all forms of
cannabis pursuant to the [Controlled Substances
Act] until the passage of the 2018 Farm Bill,"
nearly fifty years later.58 When Texas enacted its
own Controlled Substances Act in 1973, it
"carried forward" the same definition from the
federal law. Williams , 524 S.W.2d at 710.59

3. Decriminalization of cannabis

The move to decriminalize cannabis began to
gain ground in the mid-1990s. From 1996 to
1998, California, Alaska, Oregon, and
Washington revised their laws to allow the use of
low-THC cannabis for medical purposes.60 By
2008, ten states had passed such laws, and
Texas followed suit in 2015. See TEX. OCC.
CODE §§ 169.001 –.005. In 2012, Colorado
became the first state to legalize marihuana for
recreational use.61 By 2020, thirty-four states had
permitted marihuana use for medical purposes
and sixteen states and the District of Columbia
had also permitted recreational use.62 The
federal Controlled Substances Act, however,
continues to list marihuana as a Schedule 1
controlled substance. See 21 U.S.C. § 812
Schedule 1(c)(10).

[647 S.W.3d 661]

4. Authorized usage of "hemp"

As mentioned, the federal Marihuana Tax Act
and the federal and Texas Controlled Substances
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Acts, which regulated, taxed, and prohibited the
possession and use of "marihuana," defined that
term to mean "all parts of the plant Cannabis
sativa L. ," but excluded "the mature stalks" and
seeds and various products made or derived
from the stalks or seeds. Id. § 802(16); see TEX.
HEALTH & SAFETY CODE § 481.002(26).63

These excluded parts and products were
"commonly known as hemp," Hemp Indus. Ass'n
v. Drug Enf't Admin. , 333 F.3d 1082, 1085 (9th
Cir. 2003), although the statutes did not refer to
them by that name.

Congress began to change the legal landscape
by passing the 2014 Farm Bill, which created a
pilot program to allow more extensive
production and use of the Cannabis sativa L.
plant for industrial (or, at least, non-intoxicating)
purposes, while still continuing to prohibit the
possession and use of the plant in intoxicating
forms.64 Taking advantage of scientific
advancements in cultivation and testing
methods, the 2014 Farm Bill adopted a
completely new approach to distinguishing
between legal and illegal cannabis. Instead of
defining "marihuana" anatomically as all parts of
the Cannabis sativa L. plant except for the
mature stalks and seed products, the 2014 Farm
Bill defined it as all parts of the plant except for
"hemp," and then defined hemp to mean all parts
of the Cannabis sativa L. plant with a THC
concentration of no more than 0.3 percent by
dry weight. As a result, the statute distinguished
between legal hemp and illegal marihuana based
on its chemical concentration of the ingredient
that produces a high, instead of on the
anatomical parts that historically contained that
ingredient in higher concentrations. The 2014
Farm Bill thus provided a real-world experiment
allowing for "hemp" production while
maintaining the longstanding prohibition against
"marihuana."65

In 2018, Congress more broadly changed the
landscape by passing the 2018 Farm Bill.66 Like
the 2014 Farm Bill, the 2018 bill defined "hemp"
separately from "marihuana," referring in both
definitions to the Cannabis sativa L. plant but
distinguishing between the two based on the
plant's or product's concentration of THC. The

bill removed "hemp," as now defined, from
federal controlled-substance schedules and
provided instead for it to be regulated as an
agricultural product. And as mentioned, the bill
permitted each state to develop its own plan for
developing the hemp industry within its borders,
with federal approval.67

When Texas implemented its state hemp plan by
passing House Bill 1325 the following year, it
followed the federal approach to distinguishing
between marihuana and hemp. Specifically,
where the statutes previously defined
"marihuana" to mean "the plant Cannabis sativa
L. " and all of its parts and derivatives, except
for its "mature stalks" and certain derivatives,
House
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Bill 1325 added an exception listing "hemp, as
that term is defined by Section 121.001,
Agriculture Code." TEX. HEALTH & SAFETY
CODE § 481.002(26). It also amended the Health
and Safety Code's definition of "Controlled
substance" to expressly exclude "hemp, as
defined by Section 121.001, Agriculture Code, or
the tetrahydrocannabinols in hemp." Id. §
481.002(5). And it added section 121.001 of the
Agriculture Code to define "hemp" to mean "the
plant Cannabis sativa L." and all of its parts and
derivatives with a THC concentration "of not
more than 0.3 percent on a dry weight basis."
TEX. AGRIC. CODE § 121.001.

As a result of these revisions, the Cannabis
sativa L. plant and its parts and derivatives that
historically were illegal—including the flowers,
buds, leaves, and stems—can now be legally
cultivated in Texas, so long as they contain a
THC concentration of no more than 0.3
percent.68 Under the new statutory framework,
all such parts of the Cannabis sativa L. plant
now qualify as "hemp," and no longer qualify as
"marihuana." Farmers can produce hemp by
controlling a plant's THC levels in a number of
ways, including by selective breeding and by
harvesting the plant before its THC
concentration exceeds 0.3 percent.69 But the only
way to distinguish between a legal "hemp" plant,
part, or product and an illegal "marihuana"
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plant, part, or product is to test its THC
concentration forensically; they are "virtually
indistinguishable by sight or smell alone."70

D. Constitutional analysis

With this background in mind, we must
determine whether the Texas Constitution's due-
course clause protects the Hemp Companies’
asserted interest in manufacturing or processing
smokable hemp products. The Department
argues it does not because the Companies "are
not complaining of economic regulations that
burden their exercise of a ‘lawful calling.’ "
Instead, the Department contends, the Hemp
Companies are complaining about the inability
to produce products "in contravention of the
law"—products that Texans could not even
legally possess until "a few years ago."
According to the Department, the Companies
have, at most, "a mere unilateral expectation" of
being able to produce smokable hemp products
and thus do not complain of the deprivation of a
vested right.

By contrast, the Hemp Companies argue that
they are asserting the deprivation of a protected
interest because "the manufacture and
processing of smokable hemp products from
exempt portions of the cannabis plant was legal
until § 443.204(4) was enacted." Noting that the
Marihuana Tax Act of 1937 and the federal and
Texas Controlled Substances Acts excluded
"non-psychoactive portions of the cannabis
plant"—"such as the mature stalks, seeds, fiber,
and cannabis seed oil"—from the definition of
"marihuana," the Companies assert that "the
manufacture and sale of these hemp products
has always been legal in the United States."
Based on these assertions,
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the Companies contend that section 443.204(4)
deprives them of a protected interest because it
completely bans them from engaging in a
business that has always been lawful and would
still be lawful if it weren't for that section's
prohibition. See, e.g., Smith , 312 S.W.2d at 634
(holding that bail bondsmen had a "vested
property right in making a living" by

"performing their business otherwise lawful but
for the statute in question").

We are not convinced. The Companies’
argument conflates the substances that were not
prohibited before House Bill 1325 with those
that are not prohibited after. Even assuming
arguendo that a different regulatory history
might produce a different result, the actual
history of governmental regulation of "hemp"
undermines the Companies’ claim. To the extent
the manufacture and processing of smokable
"hemp" products was legal before section
443.204(4), it was legal only if those products
were made from the exempt parts of the
cannabis plant—the mature stalks or oils from
the stalks or seeds. Any product made from
other parts of the plant—the flowers, buds, or
leaves, for example—was considered to be
marihuana and was completely illegal under
prior law.

The record in this case establishes that the
cannabis flower is the key and essential
ingredient in the smokable products the Hemp
Companies desire to process and manufacture.
As one witness testified, "ultimately what we
produce is a flower." To manufacture smokable
hemp products, the Companies (1) take "raw
hemp material" in "buck or shuck form, meaning
that there's essentially the flower, the leaf, and
occasionally some seed and stems," (2) "separate
out the seeds and stems," (3) "grind" and "sift"
the "flower and make sure it's the appropriate
size," (4) "flavor the Hemp material," and then
(5) manufacture "the rods of the smokable hemp
product." As the Companies’ counsel
summarized the evidence in the trial court,
"there is no difference between hemp flower and
smokable hemp. They are the same thing ....
There is no distinction between the two."

As explained, the law has long prohibited the
manufacturing or processing of any smokable (or
other) product using or containing the flower of
the Cannabis sativa L. plant. And as the
Companies acknowledge, House Bill 1325
"established a new framework for the
production, manufacture, retail sale, and
inspection of hemp and hemp products." Under
this new framework, all plants and parts that
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qualify as "hemp" are excepted, but those are
not the same substances that were colloquially
referred to as "hemp" under the old framework.

Nor are we convinced by the fact that the
Companies began processing and manufacturing
smokable hemp products after the 2018 Farm
Bill but before section 443.204(4) became
effective. The Companies assert that they began
manufacturing smokable hemp products that
contained zero percent THC in the fall of 2018,
with the approval of (or at least without any
objection from) the federal Drug Enforcement
Agency and the Dallas Police Department. The
Department contends that such sales were
nevertheless illegal at that time because Texas
did not remove "hemp" from the controlled-
substances schedules until March 2019.71 But in
either event, we do not find the fact that the
Companies may have "legally" manufactured
smokable hemp products for a few (or even
several) months before section 443.204(4)
became effective in June 2019
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relevant to our analysis. Even if there had been a
few months during which the manufacture of
smokable hemp was lawful, this brief window
would have existed only by a temporary
administrative quirk in the process of the
substance's partial "decriminalization." Such a
fleeting "right" was in no sense "vested" in the
Companies, which had, at most, a mere
anticipation that the government would allow a
right it created to continue in existence. Nor
would the uncertain state of the law for a few
months transform the long-prohibited
manufacture of smokable cannabis flower into
the kind of "lawful calling" to which courts have
afforded constitutional protection.

Ultimately, the Hemp Companies complain that
Texas law does not permit them to manufacture
or process products that Texas law prohibited
for nearly a century. The legislature's recent
decision to adopt a "new framework" that
permits the possession and use of those
products, and even allows the manufacture and
processing of similar products, does not
transform the Hemp Companies’ desire to

produce products that the law still prohibits
them from producing into a constitutionally
protected interest. Considering the long history
of the state's extensive efforts to prohibit and
regulate the production, possession, and use of
the Cannabis sativa L. plant, we conclude that
the manufacture and processing of smokable
hemp products is neither a liberty interest nor a
vested property interest the due-course clause
protects. It is, instead, "purely a personal
privilege" that the people's elected
representatives in the legislature may grant or
withdraw as they see fit. State v. Bush , 151 Tex.
606, 253 S.W.2d 269, 272–73 (Tex. 1952).

III.

Conclusion

We hold that the Hemp Companies’ complaints
regarding section 443.204(4) and rule 300.104
do not assert the deprivation of an interest
substantively protected by the Texas
Constitution's due-course clause. Because the
Department no longer defends the portion of
rule 300.104 that prohibits the "distribution" and
"retail sale" of consumable hemp products for
smoking, the trial court's injunction against
enforcement of that portion remains. We
otherwise reverse the trial court's judgment and
render judgment accordingly.

Justice Young filed a concurring opinion, in
which Chief Justice Hecht, Justice Devine, and
Justice Blacklock joined.

Justice Young, joined by Chief Justice Hecht,
Justice Devine, and Justice Blacklock,
concurring.

The Texas Constitution refers not to "due
process" but to "the due course of the law of the
land."1 The Court today "conclude[s] that the
due-course clause does not protect the interest
that the plaintiffs assert," ante at 2, 125 S.Ct.
2195, and I agree. But what does that clause
protect—and how does it do so? We still do not
really know, even as we approach the
sesquicentennial of our current Constitution. To
the extent we have a due-course framework, it is
that the due-course clause means what the
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federal due-process clause means ... except
when it means something else.

We are therefore fortunate that we can resolve
today's case with comparative ease. As I
describe in Part I below, regardless of the
standard that we apply, our judgment
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would be the same, which means that we can
avoid saying much about the scope of the due-
course clause. That condition will not last long,
though. The very fact that the lower court used
the Texas due-course clause to invalidate the
statute here illustrates why we should soon
expect cases that require more from us. We
must be ready when those cases come, and in
today's respite, we should take the perspective
of Aesop's ant rather than his grasshopper.

To that end, in Part II, I explain why I believe
that our precedents do not go much beyond
what has permeated most of our jurisprudence:
the unadorned assertion that the Texas due-
course clause is essentially the twin (the junior
twin, to be sure) of the federal due-process
clause. Our recent decision in Patel v. Texas
Department of Licensing and Regulation
endorsed this view, with a caveat: "[T]he Texas
due course of law protections in Article I, § 19,
for the most part, align with the protections
found in the Fourteenth Amendment to the
United States Constitution." 469 S.W.3d 69, 86
(Tex. 2015). But Patel considered only how the
courts should conduct the rational-basis test
when the due-course clause applies; Patel did
not address whether the due-course clause
applied. The parties assumed that it did for
purposes of summary judgment and on appeal,
and the Court therefore similarly assumed that
the due-course clause's substantive reach
extended at least as far as the interest asserted
in that case. See ante at 9, 125 S.Ct. 2195 n.16.
Accordingly, the question of the due-course
clause's definitive scope necessarily remained as
open after Patel as it was before it.

I do not believe that we will have the luxury of
kicking the can down the road much longer.
Unlike Patel , today's case involves the disputed

question of the due-course clause's scope. But
we cannot provide much of an answer because
all roads lead to the same destination: that the
clause does not protect the asserted interest.
Future cases will require us to make harder
decisions based on analysis of what the due-
course clause meant in 1876 and whether there
is any good reason for it to mean anything
different today.

Thus, in Part III, I offer some preliminary
discussion of one possible reading of the due-
course clause: that it operates as an important
procedural and structural limitation, not as a
repository of distinct substantive rights. This
approach may remain faithful both to our
precedents and to the due-course clause's text,
yet it has received relatively little analysis or
discussion. Perhaps it is wrong, but I would
hesitate to reach a different result without
thoroughly considering a process-based reading
of the due-course clause.

To develop this idea, I first accept the premise,
so often stated (even if superficially) in our
cases, that our 1876 due-course clause was
meant to encapsulate the same principles as the
1868 federal due-process clause. I then ask the
question that we have never really
examined—what does such a tandem
relationship really mean? It is at least possible
that the People of Texas in 1876 intended our
State's government to be bound by fixed notions
of due process regardless of what U.S. Supreme
Court cases might eventually say about the
federal clause. And it is at least possible that
those who ratified our Constitution thought that
such a system would protect liberty more than a
regime in which judges are the chief expositors
of rights through new interpretations of the due-
course clause. After all, far more than the U.S.
Constitution, the Texas Constitution is vigorous
in directly expressing a multitude of concrete,
judicially enforceable rights.
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In Part IV, I conclude with a brief discussion of
the kind of tools that I think will facilitate this
important work. That coming endeavor, I hope,
will help us confirm, refute, or modify the
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hypothesis that I have sketched. I am open to
any outcome that faithfully reflects the original
meaning of our constitutional text.

It is hard to overstate the importance of getting
the due-course clause right. Reading the text too
broadly risks judicial self-aggrandizement. By
larding more content into that phrase than it
properly contains, we would intrude upon the
political branches’ roles and threaten the vitality
of self-government. Reading it too narrowly, by
contrast, risks sacrificing vital rights that the
People have removed from the quotidian realm
of the political process—rights that courts must
protect from fleeting majoritarian whim.

I therefore write separately to describe the
analytical process that I think is necessary
before we can give a reliable and predictable
meaning to this vital provision of our
Constitution. Such analysis is necessary because
our cases, piled one on top of the other, have
rarely, if ever, paused to examine their
foundations. We cannot keep building—at least,
not safely—without checking those foundations.
I hope that in coming years the lower courts,
able counsel, amici, and scholars will focus on
the constitutional text, history, and structure so
that we can systematically articulate what the
People of our State meant by "the due course of
the law of the land."

I

Today's holding breaks no new ground and relies
on principles that no party has challenged. I can
therefore gladly join the Court's opinion and
judgment, particularly because no due-course
framework would authorize the judiciary to
enjoin the enforcement of the statute at issue. As
troubling as the current imprecision in our due-
course clause jurisprudence may be, it at least
does not prevent us from resolving this case. I
thus begin by briefly sketching why I think that
the result is the same regardless of whether we
apply any of four potential approaches:

• traditional rational-basis analysis,
which has largely been the same in
federal and Texas courts;

• the "so burdensome as to be
oppressive" test used in the
particular context identified in Patel
;

• no-protectable-interest review
based on our muddled precedents
about what qualifies as a liberty or
property interest that the due-course
clause substantively protects; or

• no-protectable-interest review
because the due-course clause does
not itself protect such substantive
rights, but instead ensures a
rigorous procedure to protect
substantive rights that some other
source of law recognizes.

A

Rational basis. Assuming for argument's sake
that the ordinary rational-basis test applies, I
find that this statute fully satisfies it. When a
challenge to legislation comes to court, the
executive-branch official who defends the
law—whether the Attorney General or a locally
elected official or anyone else—need not prove
up some precise "purpose" or "interest." The
legislative branch's work does not fall to the
judiciary's ax merely because the executive fails
to argue forcefully or artfully enough. Anything
else would threaten the separation of powers.
Valid legislation would fall because of litigation
strategies (including the possibility of
purposefully
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weak defenses) in particular cases.2 Such a
regime would place at risk the very concept of
self-government because the work of the
People's representatives could be erased if a
single lawyer in a single court fails to identify
and prove an "interest" that satisfies a single
judge, whose factual determinations are
generally given great deference.

So the question here reduces to whether there is
any rational basis for the particular actions
taken by the legislature. The answer is surely
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yes. Every aspect of smokable hemp can be
regulated to the point of proscription. Appellees
admit as much. Despite having no obligation to
do so, the legislature has taken various
steps—some small, some large—to loosen the
law. It is not irrational for the legislature to be
tentative and to choose to proceed at a different
pace than might seem logical in the abstract.3

Our Alcoholic Beverage Code is no model of
pristine logic but is instead the work of
compromise and experience over many decades
(and the source of frustration for just as long). It
would be surprising indeed, then, if the law
governing smokable products like hemp would
emerge fully formed and perfect, like Athena
springing forth from Zeus’ head.

The analogy to baby steps—tentative, faltering,
occasionally backward—is more reasonable, and
better reflects how nearly all law has developed.
Even as the legislature eliminated certain
restrictions, therefore, it retained others—such
as prohibiting the product's manufacture in
Texas. If nothing else, it would be rational for
the legislature to strike the balance it has
here—allowing purchase and use, but not
manufacture—to respect individual citizens’
rights while refusing to countenance the
creation of a smokable product that the
legislature may regard as harming the public
health.

Beyond that, it would be entirely rational for the
legislature to account for the potential legal
consequences of allowing the activities that
Appellees claim a right to undertake. At least
sometimes, authorizing conduct today makes it
harder for the legislature to change its mind
tomorrow. See, e.g., House of Tobacco, Inc. v.
Calvert , 394 S.W.2d 654, 657 (Tex. 1965)
(finding a "due process" violation in part
because, in the specific context at issue, "once [a
legislative privilege] is granted, it cannot be
taken away except for good cause"). As the
Court observes, Appellees make the argument
that the regulatory program's history here
requires the courts to view them as having a
vested right that cannot readily be restricted.
Ante at 29–31, 125 S.Ct. 2195. The Court
properly rejects that argument, which miscasts

the regulatory history. Id. at 31, 125 S.Ct. 2195.
The Court does not hold that a different
regulatory history—one in which the demanded
activities had been allowed for some set period
of time—would necessarily require a different
result (particularly given the kind of activity at
issue). Id. at 28, 125 S.Ct. 2195. The point I
make is that the legislature's only way to ensure
that the State's public policy would not be bound
is to avoid treading too quickly into uncertain
terrain. Hesitation, as frustrating as it
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sometimes may be, is therefore both sensible
and rational.

Under this standard, a baby-steps approach is at
least enough to preclude judicial invalidation of
a statute under the due-course clause, whether
the State formally asserted the "interests" at
trial or not.

B

So burdensome as to be oppressive .
Assuming for argument's sake once more that it
is the Patel standard that applies, I again do not
see how the legislation would fail to meet it. The
legislature has no obligation to authorize any of
the desired commercial transactions at issue
here. Its choice to allow some previously
forbidden conduct may lead it in time to allow
more. As a matter of law, it is not "burdensome"
or "oppressive" for the legislature to leave intact
the challenged restrictions. Unlike the eyebrow
threaders in Patel , see 469 S.W.3d at 90
(disqualified from their profession absent
compliance with objectively burdensome
regulatory mandates), the legislature has left
room for Appellees to participate in the affected
industry; indeed, the legislature has expanded
the opportunities for them to do so. When
Appellees themselves recognize that the
legislature could rationally have been more
restrictive, it is hard to see how the judiciary
could have authority to force the legislature to
be less restrictive.4

I cannot see how the Court could deem the
statute at issue to violate Patel ’s standard
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without dramatically changing that
standard—and at the same time dramatically
increasing the judiciary's role in policymaking.

C

No protected interest . Another way to reach
the same result is the one that the Court follows:
no longer assuming for argument's sake that one
standard or the other applies, but instead
concluding that neither of them applies because
no interest exists that the due-course clause
protects in the first place. If a given interest
does not have substantive protection, then it
cannot be irrational or oppressive for the
legislature to prohibit that interest. Thus, even if
we were to apply rational basis to any
governmental restriction, the outcome here
would be the same.

D

Due course as a procedural limitation.
Another possibility is that the due-course clause
does not protect producing smokable hemp for a
fundamentally different reason: not that the due-
course clause offers no substantive protection
for smokable hemp in particular, but that it
offers no freestanding substantive protection in
general. That approach might be linked most
naturally to the due-course clause's text—that is,
that any substantive interest that is otherwise
unprotected by the law may be extinguished so
long as the deprivation follows the due course of
the law.

If—if —that reading of the due-course clause is
correct, then this case would be easy. For a
court to find a substantive right that must be
protected, some exogenous source of law—not
the due-course clause itself —must provide that
substantive sweep. Appellees here invoke no
other law.

Of course, the due-course clause need not be a
font of substantive law for it to protect Texans.
The clause would still bite
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at the government with teeth if the government

denies its citizens the procedural fairness that
they are owed. See, e.g., Mosley v. Tex. Health &
Hum. Servs. Comm'n , 593 S.W.3d 250, 268
(Tex. 2019) ; id. at 270–71 (Blacklock, J.,
concurring) ("[A]rticle I, section 19 of the Texas
Constitution prohibits the government from
affirmatively misleading people about their
procedural rights and then blaming them for not
knowing better."); see also, e.g., Tex. S. Univ. v.
Villarreal , 620 S.W.3d 899, 908–10 (Tex. 2021)
(noting the substantial procedural protection
guaranteed by the due-course clause despite the
absence of substantive protections).

Thus, the due-course clause always remains in
play even when there is no protected underlying
substantive interest. Actual enforcement of a law
by the government provides the clearest
illustration. If the government were to use this
challenged law, for example, the government
could not disregard the due-course clause's
procedural requirements. Even though the
legislature has no obligation to permit the
manufacture of smokable hemp, the government
may not, upon an official's whim or error,
destroy manufactured products or impose a
punishment. For example, Appellees’ due-course
right to prove that their products comply with
the law (whether because they do not include
hemp at all or because the hemp ingredients do
not cross any statutory red line) does not flow
from a due-course protection of the right to
manufacture smokable hemp. Instead, the due-
course clause operates independently—to
protect any citizen from an unfair trial or
governmental proceeding. That role remains
powerful despite the Court's conclusion that
manufacturing of smokable hemp is not itself
protected by that clause, and would remain
powerful even if the due-course clause had no
substantive scope.

One serious, sensible, and obvious objection to
this potential reading of the due-course clause is
its potential to leave some important liberty
interests substantively unprotected altogether.
As I discuss in more detail below, there may be
less to this objection than meets the eye. One
fundamental difference between the U.S.
Constitution and the Texas Constitution is the
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comparative ease with which Texans can
enshrine and have enshrined specific rights into
our Constitution. See infra Part III.B. The Texas
Constitution is far more overtly a liberty-
embracing charter than its federal analogue.
Consequently, there is far less need to find
discrete rights within the phrase "due course of
the law of the land." Thus, if—again, if —the due-
course clause requires that substantive rights be
exogenous to the due-course clause itself, the
Texas Constitution has a far greater supply of
such exogenous sources of liberty than the U.S.
Constitution.

* * *

I do not claim that these approaches are either
exhaustive or mutually exclusive. There may well
be others that we should consider in a proper
case, and they may overlap to some degree. To
the contrary, my point is that we do not need to
choose any particular approach because none of
them would lead to affirming the judgment
below. That strikes me as enough for today's
dispute.

We will not be able to be tentative or
hypothetical in coming cases, which will require
far more from us. Before proceeding to discuss
how I think we should prepare to make the
choice when that time comes, I will explain why I
think that, as surprising as it may be, the correct
construction of the due-course clause's
substantive scope remains a fully open question
in this Court.
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II

The happenstance that all roads lead to Rome in
this case still leaves open, as to due course, the
key question of when that clause will protect a
substantive right. The reason we should focus on
this question—or at least acknowledge that it is
a question—is because it is all too easy to build
precedent upon precedent without checking the
foundation. In my view, we still lack a strong
foundation, which is why I regard the scope of
the due-course clause to remain an open
question.

A

As the Court correctly notes, see ante at 9, 125
S.Ct. 2195 n.16, our recent decision in Patel
could not and did not reach that crucial first
question of whether the due-course clause even
applies. In Patel , all sides assumed for summary
judgment and appeal that the due-course clause
substantively protected the threaders’ claimed
rights. Patel "is a precedent of this Court and
warrants respect." Mitschke v. Borromeo , 645
S.W.3d 251, 260 (Tex. May 13, 2022).

But what is Patel a precedent about ? The one
thing that Patel ’s litigation posture ensures is
that our decision lacks any precedential
authority as to the clause's scope or what the
clause means. Instead, the decision concerns the
second question that arises in a due-course case:
assuming (as the Court in Patel had to do) that
the clause applied, what standard of review
should the courts use? Even as to that more
limited question, the Court repeatedly confined
its analysis to the challenged statute's context of
economic regulation. See Patel , 469 S.W.3d at
80, 87. And while it held that "for the most part"
the due-course clause "align[s] with the
protections found in the Fourteenth
Amendment," id. at 86, the Court also concluded
that, at least for as-applied challenges to
statutes like the one at issue there, the standard
was higher. In such a case, if the statute's
application is "so burdensome as to be
oppressive," id. at 87, the courts will not enforce
it.

All of that is to confirm that, by relying on the
assumed answer to the first question, Patel
could not address whether the due-course clause
provides any substantive protection. In today's
case, unlike in Patel , the government does
challenge whether the clause's substantive
scope reaches the claimed interest. But because
the interest claimed by Appellees would not be
protected under any approach to due-course
jurisprudence, it turns out that this case
provides us with barely more opportunity than in
Patel to draw meaningful lines.

That being said, I recognize that Patel does
include some discussion—relevant to its
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standard-of-review holding—that might seem
applicable to the threshold question that Patel
could not decide. Given the limited scope of the
question presented, it is not surprising that the
parties in Patel did not thoroughly brief the
original public meaning of the due-course
clause. It is no criticism of Patel —and I disclaim
any such criticism—to note that the Court had
little with which to grapple.5 Considering the
posture of the case, the Court went as far as it
could in addressing the standard-of-review
question.
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It remains important, however, to confirm that
we cannot lift Patel ’s discussion into the
substantive context. Patel cited only five of this
Court's cases from the forty-year period
following the Constitution's 1876 enactment.
Whatever those cases may say about what
standard we should use when the clause does
apply, none supports giving the due-course
clause a broad substantive scope.

The earliest of these cases was Milliken v. City
Council of Weatherford , 54 Tex. 388 (1881).
Patel describes Milliken , which was decided five
years after the new Constitution's promulgation,
as "exemplif[ying]" the "hasten[ing] development
of substantive due process." Patel , 469 S.W.3d
at 83. According to Patel , in Milliken , "[t]he
Court concluded that the city could not prohibit
prostitutes as a class from renting rooms
because such action would be ‘unreasonable and
in contravention of common right.’ Although the
court did not mention ‘due course’ or ‘due
process’ of law, its supporting citations included
Article I, § 19." Id. at 84 (quoting Milliken , 54
Tex. at 394 ). The fact that Milliken "did not
mention" the due-course clause is because—as
Milliken ’s other citations reveal—the Court in
Milliken was not focused on substantive due
process. Rather, it was focused on the division of
authority between municipalities and the State.

Milliken , for example, relies on Thomas M.
Cooley, Treatise on the Constitutional
Limitations Which Rest Upon the Legislative
Power of the States of the American Union (4th
ed. 1878). Cooley had a whole chapter on due-

process protections, id. at 435–527—but Milliken
did not cite that chapter. Instead, it cited
Cooley's chapter on municipal government.
Milliken , 54 Tex. at 394 (citing "Cooley's Const.
Lim. (4th ed.), 246.").6 After all, municipal power
came from a highly limited delegation via a
charter as a corporation created by the State;
for any exercise of that power to be valid, it
could not be divorced from its State-approved
objective.7 That test is not about due course but
about municipal overreach.

The other authorities on which Milliken relies
only reinforce this focus on municipal
limitations. Milliken ’s other secondary source,
in fact, was John F. Dillon, The Law of Municipal
Corporations § 259.8 Dillon and Cooley, in turn,
supplied Milliken with many of the cases it cited,
which likewise concerned municipal limitations.9
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Far from fostering any sense that our Court
believed itself to be embarking upon a
substantive-due-process endeavor, they suggest
the opposite—that if there was a forbidden
economic (or other) encroachment, the main
problem was that the municipality had exceeded
its delegated authority.

Patel ’s next case was Houston & Texas Central
Railway Co. v. City of Dallas , 98 Tex. 396, 84
S.W. 648 (Tex. 1905), another municipal-
ordinance decision, there concerning railroads.
These municipal cases show no general right to
substantive-due-process review against the
State, but reflect a check to ensure that
authority delegated by the State is being carried
out according to the law of the State. To put it
mildly, Milliken and Houston & Texas Central
are not foundational pillars for Texas due-course
jurisprudence.

Patel also cited Mellinger v. City of Houston , 68
Tex. 37, 3 S.W. 249 (Tex. 1887), describing that
case as holding "that Article I, § 19 was not
violated under the facts of that case because of
the [U.S.] Supreme Court's interpretation of the
Fourteenth Amendment in a similar case." 469
S.W.3d at 84. The similar case? Campbell v. Holt
, which held that there is no vested right in a
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statute-of-limitations defense. 115 U.S. 620, 628,
6 S.Ct. 209, 29 L.Ed. 483 (1885). Mellinger and
Campbell held only that the respective "due
course" and "due process" provisions do not
protect mere expectations of a benefit under a
statute until the interest has been acquired in
hand.

A fourth case cited by Patel —some thirty-eight
years after the Constitution's enactment—was
not even a due-course case, but one finding a
violation of both the federal and Texas contract
clauses. St. Louis Sw. Ry. Co. of Tex. v. Griffin ,
106 Tex. 477, 171 S.W. 703, 704–07 (Tex. 1914).
And in a fifth case from this Court that Patel
cited— Mabee v. McDonald , 107 Tex. 139, 175
S.W. 676 (Tex. 1915), now thirty-nine years post-
promulgation—the Court explained that the
federal and state due-course clauses were
essentially identical but that neither had been
violated. Id. at 680, 695.10

B

The foregoing analysis only confirms that Patel
had no occasion to consider the due-course
clause's substantive scope. Yet what about our
other precedents on the due-course clause?
Mellinger and Mabee reflect the gist of
them—this Court's frequent description of our
due-course clauses as largely synonymous with
the federal due-process clause. Mellinger came
shortly after the due-course clause was ratified
in 1876, and for that reason alone warrants
attention. The Court openly stated that the due-
course clause "must be held" to be coterminous
with the federal due-process clause's restrictions
as announced by the U.S. Supreme Court.
Mellinger , 3 S.W. at 252–53. Several decades
later, the Court again asserted that the federal
due-process
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clause and our due-course clause, "according to
the great weight of authority, are, in nearly if
not all respects, practically synonymous." Mabee
, 175 S.W. at 680.

Our cases have repeatedly and recently drawn
this link between the due-course and due-

process clauses. Even Patel did so (with its
caveat) as to the proper standard of review,
exactly one century after Mabee. Patel , 469
S.W.3d at 86 (due course, "for the most part,
align[s] with" federal due process). The Court
today acknowledges both the traditional link
between the due-course and due-process clauses
while reiterating that federal cases are not
necessarily dispositive: "Because the U.S.
Constitution's ‘due process’ clause uses
language similar to the Texas Constitution's ‘due
course’ clause, we may find guidance in the
federal courts’ due-process decisions." Ante at
10, 125 S.Ct. 2195 n.17 (emphasis added) (citing
Villarreal , 620 S.W.3d at 905 ).

As I see it, this Court's cases about the
relationship between the federal and state
clauses fall into three general categories:

• First, this Court has explicitly said
that § 19 is "without meaningful
distinction" from the Fourteenth
Amendment's due-process
guarantee.

• Second, many cases have treated §
19 and the Fourteenth Amendment
as the same without expressly saying
so or appearing to give any thought
to the question.

• Third, we have recognized the
possibility of independent
meaning—in two cases, nearly a
century apart.

The first category is familiar enough—it begins
with Mellinger and Mabee. Nine decades later,
their express statements of federal synonymity
were revived in University of Texas Medical
School at Houston v. Than , 901 S.W.2d 926, 929
(Tex. 1995) ("While the Texas Constitution is
textually different in that it refers to "due
course" rather than "due process," we regard
these terms as without meaningful distinction.")
(citing Mellinger ). We have repeated that
language, or language like it, frequently since
Than.11

The second category—cases that seemingly
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without analysis or thought treat the two
provisions (or indeed any other state's
comparable provision, too) as
interchangeable—may well have a causal
relationship with the first category. That is, the
early decisions may explain why the bar and the
Court thought that there was little point in
seeking to distinguish the two clauses. Likewise,
the accumulation of cases in this second
category may have caused the more recent
decisions, like Than , in which we started
reiterating that the two clauses are essentially
the same. This second category of cases includes
too many to list, but here is a sampling: White v.
White , 108 Tex. 570, 196 S.W. 508, 511–12
(Tex. 1917) ; State v. Ball , 116 Tex. 527, 296
S.W. 1085, 1088 (Tex. 1927) ; Railroad
Commission v. Texas & Pacific Railway Co. , 138
Tex. 148, 157 S.W.2d 622, 626 (Tex. 1941) ;
House of Tobacco , 394 S.W.2d at 657 (from
1965) ; Tarrant County v. Ashmore , 635 S.W.2d
417, 422 (Tex. 1982).

Still other cases in this category reflect a sense
of a general common law of due process.
Particularly in the pre-Erie era, our cases often
cited other states’ and the
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U.S. Supreme Court's due-process and due-
course cases, implying that there was no
particular expectation of a siloed doctrine
specific to each state's constitutional text. See,
e.g., Hurt v. Cooper , 130 Tex. 433, 110 S.W.2d
896, 901–04 (Tex. 1937) (citing Idaho, Oregon,
South Carolina, Michigan, and District of
Columbia cases); City of New Braunfels v.
Waldschmidt , 109 Tex. 302, 207 S.W. 303, 304,
309–11 (Tex. 1918) (relying on U.S. Supreme
Court and several states’ cases); Eustis v. City of
Henrietta , 90 Tex. 468, 39 S.W. 567, 569 (Tex.
1897) (citing several states’ cases for the
proposition that a law was void under § 19, the
Fourteenth Amendment, and Article VIII, § 13 of
the Texas Constitution ).

The third and by far smallest category includes
two cases that explicitly acknowledged at least a
theoretical difference in scope between § 19 and
the Fourteenth Amendment. In Hutcheson v.

Storrie , we stated that "if the action now
undergoing investigation is violative of the
constitution of the United States, it is more
palpably a violation of the plainer provisions of
the constitution of the state of Texas." 92 Tex.
685, 51 S.W. 848, 850 (Tex. 1899). Hutcheson
did not explain what—if anything—it meant for
the Texas due-course clause to be "plainer" than
its federal counterpart. It took nearly a century
for the Court to return to this theme. In In re
J.W.T. , the Court stated that "our Texas due
course of law guarantee ... has independent
vitality, separate and distinct from the due
process clause of the Fourteenth Amendment to
the U.S. Constitution ...." 872 S.W.2d 189, 197
(Tex. 1994).12 J.W.T. did not evaluate § 19 ’s
textual foundation and purported to be only a
procedural decision. Id. at 195.13 And the issue at
stake was the highly unusual one in which a
biological father was claiming the right of
contact with his biological child. Id. at 189–90.
As then-Justice Hecht's concurrence stated,
"parenthood is a constitutionally protected
interest," id. at 199 (Hecht, J., concurring in
judgment).14 This unusual area of law is not
typically one in which we can derive general
principles. And without much more support than
these two cases, this category looks fairly
illusory, leaving the synonymity theory in front
even if by default and even if it lacks much
reasoning or analytical support.

I fear that our repeated equation of due course
and due process, intoned so often without any
thought or analysis at all, leaves us without
mooring. "A grave threat to independent state
constitutions ... is lockstepping: the tendency of
some state courts to diminish their constitutions
by interpreting them in reflexive imitation of the
federal courts’ interpretation of the Federal
Constitution." Jeffrey S. Sutton, 51 Imperfect
Solutions 174 (2018). Yet it surely also is a
"grave threat" to our Constitution to resolutely
insist on there being a difference if none was
intended. Perhaps that is a graver threat, since
judicial imposition of distinction that lacks any
historical
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or textual support is an encroachment on the
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rights of the People and the other branches.

III

One way or other, though, a reasoned decision
about the due-course clause's scope will have to
come, and soon. I will not endorse any particular
view of that question outside a case that
squarely presents it, and even then only with full
briefing. But in anticipation of such a case, I
describe one potential resolution: the possibility,
referenced in Part I.D above, that the due-course
clause was written to be an important
procedural limitation yet not a freestanding font
of substantive rights. This reading may be
consistent both with precedent and text; it may
have the additional benefit of allowing the Court
to use rather than to discard our precedents
equating federal due process and Texas due
course. This approach has received minimal
discussion, however, especially compared to the
other three approaches that I discussed in Part I.
We could not responsibly resolve the larger
question without considering a process-focused
reading of the clause, and I therefore describe it
here so that it will not be missed—or addressed
too late—when a proper case comes to us.

A

Under the due-course-clause-as-procedural-
limitation approach, it may well be that our 1876
due-course clause was meant to encapsulate the
same principles as the 1868 federal due-process
clause. In truth, it is easy to imagine that those
who ratified the 1876 Constitution expected this
result, and there is some real evidence of it
beyond this Court's precedents.15 So for purposes
of this discussion, I will take the equation at face
value and assume its accuracy (while remaining
fully open to that assumption being proven
wrong).

That starting point, however, does not take us
very far. The next question is what effect
changing federal due-process notions ought to
have on the Texas due-course clause. Even if the
People of Texas thought that the two provisions
meant the same thing at the outset, I suspect
that the People intended our clause to keep that
meaning fixed, regardless of what federal courts

might eventually say about the due-process
clause.

For the due-course clause to mean today what it
meant in 1876 should seem normal, not odd. The
consistent meaning of unchanged legal texts
should be a common feature of all legal
enactments, not just constitutions. See, e.g.,
New Prime, Inc. v. Oliveira , ––– U.S. ––––, 139 S.
Ct. 532, 539, 202 L.Ed.2d 536 (2019) ("[I]t's a
fundamental canon of statutory construction that
words generally should be interpreted as taking
their ordinary ... meaning ... at the time
Congress enacted the statute.") (internal
citations and punctuation omitted).

Thus, even if Texans in 1876 thought that they
could enshrine federal due-process values into
our Constitution, it does not follow that the due-
course clause must forever march to the beat of
the U.S. Supreme Court's drum. It was
foreseeable in 1876 that the U.S. Supreme Court
might take a constitutional detour; must the
Texas Constitution go along for the ride?

I doubt it. The opposite is more likely true. The
value in locking down the original meaning of
the due-process clause within the due-course
clause would be as a hedge against the
possibility that the federal understanding of the
federal due-process clause would go astray. If
Texas
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courts must resolutely interpret the Texas due-
course clause to follow every federal fad,
though, this hedge would be illusory. Why even
have a due-course clause if its meaning must yo-
yo up and down with the changing views of any
five U.S. Supreme Court Justices? Nothing
useful could come from such mimicry. Texas
courts already can and do—indeed,
must—uphold federal constitutional guarantees.
See U.S. Const. art. VI, § 2.

But as Chief Judge Sutton has put it, state courts
"may interpret their own constitutions to provide
less protection than the US Constitution offers."
Jeffrey S. Sutton, Who Decides?: States As
Laboratories of Constitutional Experimentation
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141 (2022). Even in the context of a state
constitutional provision that adopts the original
meaning of a federal provision, that principle
would suggest rejecting the ratchet approach in
which state constitutions must have at least the
substantive scope that the Supreme Court claims
for the federal Constitution, or perhaps more. In
such a "skewed market," "state courts innovate
only in granting more rights under their
constitutions. The only way in which state court
federalism helps the country is when state
courts engage constitutional rights in both
directions, registering respectful disagreement
with some federal decisions and creating
prompts for new decisions." Id. at 142.

Staying the course on the original meaning of
the due-process clause would make sense if we
conclude that those who framed and ratified our
Constitution never viewed the judiciary as
empowered to change settled constitutional
understandings. How much less likely would
Texans in 1876 have delegated such power to
Justices of the U.S. Supreme Court? Mellinger
expressed great deference to that Court's
construction of the due-process clause, at least
in dicta, see 3 S.W. at 252–53, but I see nothing
in that statement to consign the due-course
clause to eternally chasing federal standards.16

B

Even if the due-course clause meant to embody
the original meaning of the Fourteenth
Amendment's due-process clause, at least two
further serious questions arise.

First, what did those who ratified the Texas
Constitution in 1876 think that they were getting
by locking down the federal due-process
guarantee? With full recognition of how fraught
and contested that question is,17 I will continue
the hypothesis for present purposes: that due
process, and thus due course, had a primarily
procedural import in 1876. The case law briefly
surveyed above and the structural aspects of the
Texas Constitution described below, along with
the text itself, could buttress such a reading.
This hypothesis may well be proven wrong using
the tools
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discussed in Part IV below, but it surely
warrants consideration.

Second, and relatedly, if the 1876 enactment
anticipated a powerful yet purely procedural role
for the due-course clause, what would that mean
for our law—and for our liberty? At first blush,
one might assume a substantial change. I am
less sure of that.

One can readily agree that Texans have
inalienable rights, whether included in a
constitution or not. Then-Justice Willett's elegant
and stirring concurrence in Patel provides a
wonderful defense of the inherent rights of us
all. See, e.g. , 469 S.W.3d at 92–93 (Willett, J.,
concurring) ("Liberty is not provided by
government; liberty preexists government. It is
not a gift from the sovereign; it is our natural
birthright. Fixed. Innate. Unalienable."). Texans
tend to think of rights being "recognized," not
"granted," by our Constitution. The real
question, however, concerns the lawful role for
judges. Basic to our system is the principle that
judicial power is limited to what the People have
delegated to the judiciary. The judiciary, while
certainly different from the policymaking
branches, is still part of the government. And
like every other part of the government, the
judiciary derives all its powers from the People
alone. The People adopted the due-course clause
and created a judicial system to enforce it. If the
People placed only procedural protections within
that clause, the judiciary would have no proper
authority to say otherwise.

But the citizens of our State have many other
tools at their disposal, including other ways to
authorize judges to vindicate individual liberties.
A procedural understanding of due course, in
other words, hardly means that the Texas
Constitution could not robustly protect liberty.
To think that liberty can only come from
judicially mining substantive rights from the
spare phrase "due course of the law of the land"
is an impoverished view of liberty and of our
Constitution.

Quite unlike the federal Constitution, our State's
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Constitution already contains a rich repository of
carefully written, detailed, well-known, expressly
stated, unambiguous individual liberties.
Freedom of speech, freedom of worship,
protection from searches and seizures—all of
these and more are provided with much greater
detail than their federal analogues. See Tex.
Const. art. I, §§ 6, 8, 9. Our People continue to
add to the Constitution, too—eight more
amendments last year, and two more just last
month. "[O]ur Texas Constitution is quite
lengthy and frequently amended. When Texans
want to provide substantive constitutional
protection ..., they are not shy about saying so
expressly." Villarreal , 620 S.W.3d at 909–10
(footnote omitted).18 Our Framers provided for
these amendments. Thus, our Constitution also
recognizes far lesser-known rights, like public
beach access, Tex. Const. art. I, § 33, and the
right to hunt and fish, id. § 34. The People added
this hunting-and-fishing right to our
Constitution's Bill of Rights only six-and-a-half
years ago, illustrating how active they are in
articulating the rights that Texas courts must
enforce.19
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Even more obscure constitutional provisions
reflect the People's ability to preserve rights
without courts stretching to find them. In City of
Dallas v. Trammell , 129 Tex. 150, 101 S.W.2d
1009 (Tex. 1937) —a case that the Court cites,
see ante at 655 —we held that public-retirement
benefits were not vested. The People responded
by adding what is now Article XVI, § 66(d), which
prohibits reducing or impairing public-pension-
payment amounts. Better appreciation of our
entire Constitution would well serve the
development of our law.

Under these circumstances, our distinct Texas
constitutional tradition seems to provide some
evidence that the judiciary exists to protect
rights that are textually expressed, but not to
discover new ones in the due-course clause
itself. A tradition in which judges dispense rights
from comparatively vague texts is not self-
evidently more pro-liberty than a tradition in
which the People themselves decisively stand at
the helm.

With greater specificity comes greater clarity
about when the judiciary should act. A robust
role for the judiciary, like the one described in
Patel by Justice Willett, can be every bit as
powerful—perhaps more—when the judiciary
uses concrete provisions that directly protect
liberty.

If the hypothesis that the original meaning of
"due course" (and "due process") was primarily
procedural is right, saying so could advance our
law's clarity and predictability, not to mention
the core principles of self-government. Our
federal experience, with its comparative paucity
of textually expressed rights, has led to an
instinctive resort to due-process-type litigation.
Such litigation prioritizes judge -centered
questions (like what deeper truths might be
lurking within the textually vague phrase "due
course"). Moving away from that instinct would
lead toward text -centered questions about the
meaning of the Texas Constitution's many and
varied substantive provisions. It would also
encourage the People to remain vigilant about
governing themselves rather than assuming that
courts will supply any desired deficiency.

Or, I cheerfully recognize, perhaps all of that is
wrong. Maybe something quite different should
be the true doctrine of our due-course clause. In
other words, we have a lot of work to do. It is
fortunate that today's case does not require us
to plumb these depths. But we must be prepared
for the arrival of cases that demand far more
from us. To that end, I turn, finally, to some of
the tools that will help us discern the proper
meaning of the due-course clause, whether it is
the framework I describe above or something
fundamentally different.

IV

To determine what "due course of the law of the
land" means today, we need to know what those
words meant to the Texans who agreed in 1876
to incorporate that provision within our current
Constitution. Analyzing that question will
facilitate our ability to meaningfully and
accurately describe the due-course clause's
proper role within our constitutional order. I
therefore conclude with some preliminary and
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non-comprehensive thoughts about how that
analysis might unfold.

Perhaps most importantly, the history of the
clause in our Constitution warrants careful
assessment. Neither this Court nor the larger
legal community were strangers
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to the phrase "due course" when the 1876
Constitution came into force. That phrase was
common enough, not least because it was part of
our prior Constitutions. Examining the use of
that phrase in the time leading to the current
Constitution's ratification may provide
considerable persuasive force even if it is not
necessarily dispositive.

In the run-up to the 1876 ratification, our cases
seem to largely use that phrase in a procedural
sense. Sometimes the cases directly applied
current § 19's predecessor ( Article I, § 16 of the
Texas Constitution of 1869),20 and sometimes
they used the phrase in other and more generic
contexts.21 Perhaps countervailing usages or
explanations would rebut the sense that there
was any limitation to procedural contexts. My
point is that I hope we will learn, with much
greater certainty than we have today, how "due
course" was understood at the time of
ratification. Likewise, it will be important to
know if there is a textually and historically
reasonable basis to discern any departure from
whatever the existing usages were.22

The records of the convention and ratification
may provide further evidence. No member of the
convention or any other historical figure
warrants dispositive weight because of any
personal views, but as with the federal
Constitution, the history surrounding the
drafting and ratification can provide
overwhelming evidence of the original public
understanding of the text.23 Importantly, these
materials are likely now more accessible than
ever before to the widest range of Texans who
wish to read them.24

Moreover, any investigation into the original
public meaning of "due course of law" must

acknowledge that the 1876 Constitution uses
that phrase twice in the Bill of Rights. Section 13
provides that "[a]ll courts shall be open, and
every person for an injury done him, in his lands,
goods, person or reputation, shall have remedy
by due course of law." Indeed, every Texas
Constitution since 1836 has included not just
one but at least two "due course" clauses—the
Texas Republic's Constitution
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used "due course" three times.25 Our cases
typically treat them as wholly distinct: "We have
also held that Article I, § 13 and Article I, § 19
are different provisions providing separate
guarantees." LeCroy v. Hanlon , 713 S.W.2d 335,
341 (Tex. 1986). Section 13 ’s reference to "due
course," for example, was not cited by any of the
four opinions in Patel and was cited by none of
the briefs in this case, either. Before we finally
resolve what § 19 ’s due-course clause means,
we should at least ask if the use of that exact
phrase only six sections earlier within the same
Bill of Rights may shed any meaningful light.
Likewise, if contemporaneous or existing
statutes used "due course" or defined what "due
course" would be for certain rights, that might
be useful evidence of accepted usage.

As alluded to above, other states’ constitutions
frequently have used the phrase "due course."26

There appears to be evidence that our Framers
and Ratifiers consciously drew from and sought
to remain basically consistent with this larger
body of law. Treatises like Cooley's surveyed
many cases from other jurisdictions; our (and
other states’) courts then used those treatises
and cases. Particularly those sources in common
use by Texas courts may help reflect the
prevailing understanding of how due-course
provisions properly operated. Usage drawn from
English law's references to "due course" will
likely be informative, too.

What came soon after enactment may also point
to the original meaning. Cases, treatises, and
legal publications could help sketch the then-
new text's contours. Even if the text proves
indeterminate, settled post-enactment practice
may prove instructive. See William Baude,
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Constitutional Liquidation , 71 Stan. L. Rev. 1,
13–35 (2019) (explaining the theory of so-called
"liquidation" of constitutional provisions via
established practices); id. at 50–51, 36 S.Ct. 7
(considering the possibility of applying
liquidation to individual rights).

Such methods of analyzing the text are, of
course, by no means exhaustive. And as to them
or others, advocates will need not start from
scratch. Scholars have been working to unravel
the knotted meaning of "due process," "due
course," and "law of the land" at the time of the
U.S. Constitution's Founding. See, e.g. , Max
Crema & Lawrence B. Solum, The Original
Meaning of "Due Process of Law" in the Fifth
Amendment , 108 Va. L. Rev. 447, 462 (2022)
("Simply put, ‘course of law’ meant legal
procedure, covering the entirety of a legal
proceeding from initiation through to judgment
and execution."). Such work could inform, at
least as a starting point, the question of how the
phrases had evolved by 1876. And if the
Fourteenth Amendment ends up as the end-all-
be-all
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of the due-course clause, then there is
substantial scholarship there, too.27 Of course, it
is not scholarship per se that matters—what
matters is the relevant and probative historical
evidence that judges can use in the non-
academic context of setting boundaries in
deciding actual cases.

In the end, the purpose of my separate writing
today is to encourage careful consideration of all
the questions and scenarios that I have
discussed and more. The stakes are too high for
us to continue on the path of least resistance.
We cannot build on foundations that are
themselves merely assumptions. I thus echo
Judge Oldham, who invites an "iterative" and
"rigorous" process by scholars, lawyers, judges,
and others so that, by the time a "constitutional
question reaches [this] court" such that we must
make a hard decision, "the range of possible
meanings carried by [the due-course] clause is
as narrowly circumscribed as" the evidence
allows. Andrew S. Oldham, On Inkblots and

Truffles , 135 Harv. L. Rev. F. 154, 172 (2022).

* * *

The linchpin in the Court's decision today is that,
to proceed any further, a party must identify a
vested right that the due-course clause protects.
See ante at 664. I am confident that, as to its
conclusion, the Court has not departed from our
precedents. No party has asked us to overturn
those precedents. I am also confident that this
result would follow from any available approach
to the due-course clause. With these
observations, I am pleased to join the Court's
opinion and its judgment.

--------

Notes:

1 See Tex. Gov't Code § 22.001(c) ("An appeal
may be taken directly to the supreme court from
an order of a trial court granting or denying an
interlocutory or permanent injunction on the
ground of the constitutionality of a statute of this
state.").

2 Agriculture Improvement Act of 2018, Pub. L.
No. 115-334, 132 Stat. 4490 (2018).

3 See 21 U.S.C. §§ 802(16)(B)(i) (defining
"marihuana" to exclude "hemp"), 812 Schedule
1(c)(10) (listing "[m]arihuana" as Schedule 1
substance); 7 U.S.C. § 1639o(1) (defining
"hemp"); 7 C.F.R. §§ 990.2 –.20 ; 84 Fed. Reg.
58, 522–63 ; see also generally Meina Heydari,
The Budding Hemp Industry: The Effect of Texas
House Bill 1325 on Employment Drug Policies ,
15 Health L. & Pol'y Brief 1, 11 (2020) ; David V.
Patton, A History of United States Cannabis Law
, 34 J.L. & Health 1, 20 n.119 (2020) ; Lynn
Garcia & Peter Stout, Hemp or Marijuana? The
Importance of Accurate and Reliable Forensic
Analysis to the Fair Administration of Justice ,
Judges’ J., Winter 2021, at 22.

4 Act of May 22, 2019, 86th Leg., R.S., ch. 764,
2019 Tex. Gen. Laws 2085.

5 Chapters 121, 122, and 443 are expressly
interrelated: chapter 443 requires the
commissioner's rules and procedures to be
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consistent with "an approved state plan
submitted" under chapter 121, Tex. Health &
Safety Code § 443.051(1), and chapter 121 in
turn requires the state plan to comply with
chapters 122 and 443, Tex. Agric. Code §
121.003(2), (3).

6 The plan imposes various restrictions and
limitations and requires a license or registration
for some hemp-related activities. See Tex. Agric.
Code §§ 122.101(a) (permitting license holders
to "cultivate" and "handle" hemp within the state
and "transport" hemp outside the state), .301(a)
(permitting manufacture of nonconsumable
hemp products), .302(a) (permitting possession,
transport, sale, and purchase of legally produced
nonconsumable hemp products within the state),
.303 (generally permitting retail sale of
nonconsumable hemp products legally cultivated
and manufactured outside of the state), .304
(generally permitting transport and export of
nonconsumable hemp products across state
lines); Tex. Health & Safety Code §§ 443.101
(permitting license holders to "process" and
"manufacture" consumable hemp and hemp
products within the state), .201 (permitting
possession, transport, sale, and purchase of
legally processed or manufactured consumable
hemp products), .2025(b) (permitting sale of
consumable hemp products by registered
persons), .205(a) (permitting distribution of
properly labeled consumable hemp products),
.206 (generally permitting retail sale of
consumable hemp products legally processed
and manufactured outside of the state), .207
(permitting transport and export of consumable
hemp products across state lines).

7 The bill defines "smoking" to mean "burning or
igniting a substance and inhaling the smoke or
heating a substance and inhaling the resulting
vapor or aerosol." Tex. Health & Safety Code §
443.001(11).

8 The rule also prohibits the "distribution[ ] or
retail sale of consumable hemp products for
smoking." 25 Tex. Admin. Code § 300.104. The
plaintiffs challenged these two restrictions not
only on constitutional due-course grounds, but
also on the ground that these restrictions exceed
the commissioner's statutory authority because

the statutes only prohibit (and only authorize the
rules to prohibit) the "processing" and
"manufacture" of such products. The
commissioner initially opposed that argument
but has now withdrawn that opposition in this
Court. Thus, that portion of the trial court's
judgment enjoining the rule's prohibition against
the "distribution" or "retail sale" of such
products is not before us.

9 Crown Distributing, LLC is a Texas-based
distributor (and previously a manufacturer) of
hemp products, including smokable hemp
products like hemp cigarillos, hemp flower,
hemp pre-rolls, and hemp wraps and rolling
paper. Wild Hempettes LLC is a Texas-based
affiliate of Crown that assumed Crown's
manufacturing business and now manufactures
smokable hemp products. America Juice Co.,
LLC is a Texas-based affiliate of Crown that also
manufactures and distributes consumable hemp
products, including smokable hemp products.
Custom Botanical Dispensary, LLC is a Texas-
based retail store that sells a variety of hemp
products, including smokable hemp products
and raw hemp flower. 1937 Apothecary, LLC is a
Texas-based affiliate of Custom Botanical that
manufactures topical, ingestible, and smokable
hemp products.

10 The Hemp Companies initially challenged
section 122.301(b) on the same due-course
grounds but later dropped that challenge after
the Department argued that section 122.301(b)
does not apply to the Hemp Companies because
it applies only to the manufacture of
nonconsumable hemp products. As a result, the
trial court's final judgment did not address or
enjoin the enforcement of section 122.301(b).
The Department now argues in this Court that
section 122.301(b) in fact does apply to the
Hemp Companies and that they lack standing to
pursue their claims because their alleged injury
is not "redressable" in light of their failure to
challenge the constitutionality of that section.
See Meyers v. JDC/Firethorne, Ltd. , 548 S.W.3d
477, 485 (Tex. 2018) (explaining that a plaintiff
lacks standing to pursue injunctive relief if the
injunction "could not possibly remedy his
situation" (quoting Heckman v. Williamson
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County , 369 S.W.3d 137, 155 (Tex. 2012) )).
According to the Department, the Hemp
Companies lack standing because, even if we
were to affirm the trial court's judgment
enjoining enforcement of section 443.204(4) and
rule 300.104, section 122.301(b) would still
prohibit the Department from authorizing the
Hemp Companies "to manufacture a product
containing hemp for smoking."

But a court's ability to affect "the behavior of the
defendant towards the plaintiff" and even " ‘to
effectuate a partial remedy’ satisfies the
redressability requirement." Uzuegbunam v.
Preczewski , ––– U.S. ––––, 141 S. Ct. 792, 801,
209 L.Ed.2d 94 (2021) (quoting Hewitt v. Helms
, 482 U.S. 755, 761, 107 S.Ct. 2672, 96 L.Ed.2d
654 (1987) ; Church of Scientology of Cal. v.
United States , 506 U.S. 9, 13, 113 S.Ct. 447,
121 L.Ed.2d 313 (1992) ). Because the final
judgment here enjoins the Department from
enforcing section 443.204(4) and rule 300.104,
the Department cannot prohibit the Hemp
Companies from manufacturing or processing
consumable hemp products for smoking. See 25
Tex. Admin. Code § 300.104. To the extent
section 122.301(b) remains enforceable after the
trial court's judgment, such that the Department
"may not authorize a person to manufacture a
product containing hemp for smoking," Tex.
Agric. Code § 122.301(b) (emphasis added), the
final judgment nevertheless enjoins the State
from prohibiting the Hemp Companies from
manufacturing or processing consumable hemp
products for smoking. The judgment thus
provides the Hemp Companies with at least "a
partial remedy" sufficient to sustain their
standing.

11 Although the Hemp Companies sought a
temporary injunction against enforcement of
both statutory sections and the rule, the trial
court granted the injunction only against
enforcement of the rule. The Department
appealed that order, and the court of appeals
affirmed the injunction only against enforcement
of the rule's prohibition of the "distribution" and
"retail sale" of smokable hemp products. Tex.
Dep't of State Health Servs. v. Crown Distrib. ,
No. 03-20-00463-CV, 2021 WL 3411551, at *8

(Tex. App.—Austin Aug. 8, 2021, no pet.) (mem.
op.). The Hemp Companies have since been
selling smokable hemp in Texas under the
injunction's protection.

12 To the extent, for example, that the ban is
intended to reduce negative health effects or
other harmful consequences resulting from the
use of smokable hemp products, the Hemp
Companies contend that the ban against in-state
manufacturing or processing of such products
does nothing to promote that purpose,
particularly when the state's hemp plan freely
permits the importation, distribution, sale,
possession, and use of smokable hemp products
within the state. And to the extent the ban is
intended to minimize the difficulties law
enforcement might have in distinguishing
smokable hemp from smokable marijuana (which
remains illegal in Texas), the ban does nothing
to promote that purpose for the same reason:
banning only the in-state manufacturing or
processing of such products will not reduce the
use of such products within the state. By
analogy, the Hemp Companies contend that
banning the in-state production of smokable
hemp is as irrational as banning the in-state
production of beef: the ban might force beef
processors to move out of Texas and import their
products into the state, but Texans would still
sell, buy, and eat just as much beef. For the
reasons explained below, we do not pass
judgment on this no-rational-basis argument.

13 The Hemp Companies submitted evidence, for
example, that smokable hemp products are by
far the most expensive and popular of all
consumable hemp products, and the inability to
manufacture and process them in Texas would
cause the Hemp Companies to lose many
millions of dollars in profits. And although they
could (and, indeed, have already taken steps to)
move their operations across the state line into
Oklahoma, that transition would also cost them
millions of dollars and cause dozens of Texas
employees to lose their Texas jobs. For the
reasons explained below, we do not pass
judgment on the Hemp Companies’
oppressiveness argument.

14 See also Klumb v. Hous. Mun. Emps. Pension
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Sys. , 458 S.W.3d 1, 15 (Tex. 2015) ("Before any
substantive or procedural due-process rights
attach, however, the Petitioners must have a
liberty or property interest that is entitled to
constitutional protection."); Spring Branch I.S.D.
v. Stamos , 695 S.W.2d 556, 560 (Tex. 1985)
("[T]he strictures of due process apply only to
the threatened deprivation of liberty and
property interests deserving the protection of
the federal and state constitutions.").

15 See Mosley v. Tex. Health & Hum. Servs.
Comm'n , 593 S.W.3d 250, 264 (Tex. 2019) ("A
two-part test governs a due-process claim: we
must determine whether petitioners ‘(1) ha[ve] a
liberty or property interest that is entitled to
procedural due process protection; and (2) if so,
we must determine what process is due.’ "
(quoting Univ. of Tex. Med. Sch. at Hous. v.
Than , 901 S.W.2d 926, 929 (Tex. 1995) )); see
also Logan v. Zimmerman Brush Co. , 455 U.S.
422, 428, 102 S.Ct. 1148, 71 L.Ed.2d 265 (1982)
("[W]e are faced with what has become a
familiar two-part inquiry: we must determine
whether Logan was deprived of a protected
interest, and, if so, what process was his due.");
Bd. of Regents of State Colls. v. Roth , 408 U.S.
564, 569, 92 S.Ct. 2701, 33 L.Ed.2d 548 (1972)
("The requirements of procedural due process
apply only to the deprivation of interests
encompassed by the Fourteenth Amendment's
protection of liberty and property.").

16 We did not address the first-step issue in Patel
because the defendants in that case did not
argue that the plaintiffs failed to assert a
protected interest. Instead, they filed a
summary-judgment motion in which they
assumed for purposes of the motion "that the
[eyebrow threaders] had a protected, but not
fundamental, liberty interest" and focused their
arguments only on the second-step issue. See
Patel v. Tex. Dep't of Licensing & Regul. , 464
S.W.3d 369, 381 n.12 (Tex. App.—Austin 2012),
rev'd , 469 S.W.3d 69 (Tex. 2015). Because the
trial court granted the motion and the court of
appeals affirmed, the parties never presented to
this Court the issue of whether the eyebrow
threaders asserted a protected interest. As a
result, we referred in Patel only generally to the

eyebrow threaders’ "economic interests," Patel ,
469 S.W.3d at 75, 86, which they claimed were
affected by "economic legislation" or "economic
regulation statutes," id. at 80, 87.

17 See, e.g., Baccus v. Louisiana , 232 U.S. 334,
337–38, 34 S.Ct. 439, 58 L.Ed. 627 (1914)
(affirming that states may, "without violating the
equal protection or due process of law clause of
the 14th Amendment, ... forbid the sale by
itinerant venders of ‘any drug, nostrum,
ointment, or application of any kind’ "). Because
the U.S. Constitution's "due process" clause uses
language similar to the Texas Constitution's "due
course" clause, we may find guidance in the
federal courts’ due-process decisions. Villarreal ,
620 S.W.3d at 905.

18 See also Mosley , 593 S.W.3d at 264 ; Than ,
901 S.W.2d at 929–30 (quoting Roth , 408 U.S.
at 572, 92 S.Ct. 2701 ); Roth , 408 U.S. at 572,
92 S.Ct. 2701 (quoting Meyer , 262 U.S. at 399,
43 S.Ct. 625 ); Truax v. Raich , 239 U.S. 33, 41,
36 S.Ct. 7, 60 L.Ed. 131 (1915) (referring to the
"right to work for a living in the common
occupations of the community") (emphasis
added).

19 The Hemp Companies assert that the due-
course clause protects—and that section
433.204(4) and rule 300.104 violate—their
"substantive" work-related rights, but they do
not argue that the section or rule deprives them
of the clause's "procedural" protections. Our
concurring colleagues suggest that we should
reconsider in some future case whether the
Texas Constitution's due-course clause
guarantees anything other than procedural
protections. See post at –––– ( Young , J.,
concurring). Because the Department has not
raised this argument or otherwise urged us to
reconsider our precedent on that issue, we do
not address or take any position on it here.

By the same token, because the Hemp
Companies have not asserted that the section or
rule deprives them of any procedural rights, we
do not address whether or how the due-course
clause might provide procedural protections in
connection with their asserted interest. We hold
that the Hemp Companies have not alleged a
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liberty or property interest to which the due-
course clause affords substantive protection, but
we do not address whether or how the clause
might procedurally protect related liberty or
property interests. See Villarreal , 620 S.W.3d at
908–10 (assuming due-course clause provided
procedural protections against the deprivation of
a student's interest in completing a graduate
education while concluding it provided no
"substantive protection" for that interest).

20 A "liberty interest," by contrast, "may arise
from the Constitution itself, by reason of
guarantees implicit in the word ‘liberty,’ or it
may arise from an expectation or interest
created by state laws or policies." Wilkinson v.
Austin , 545 U.S. 209, 221, 125 S.Ct. 2384, 162
L.Ed.2d 174 (2005) (citations omitted).

21 See also Tex. Dep't of Motor Vehicles v. Fry
Auto Servs. , 584 S.W.3d 138, 143–44 (Tex.
App.—Austin 2018, no pet.) ("Appellees’ ‘lawful
calling,’ unlike that protected in Patel , is wholly
a creation of the government. As such, it does
not fall under the shield of economic liberty
addressed in Patel. "); Limon v. State , 947
S.W.2d 620, 626 (Tex. App.—Austin 1997, no
writ) ("Because an alcoholic beverage permit is
merely a privilege, applicants do not have a
constitutionally protected interest in obtaining it
and are not entitled to due process of law.").

22 Once granted, a privilege that cannot be taken
away except for good cause may rise to the level
of a vested property right that the due-process
and due-course clauses protect. House of
Tobacco , 394 S.W.2d at 657.

23 See Randy E. Barnett, Scrutiny Land , 106
Mich. L. Rev. 1479, 1489–90 (2008) (describing
how the plaintiff in Raich v. Gonzales , 500 F.3d
850, 863 (9th Cir. 2007), claimed a right to
"preserve her life" by using marijuana, while the
government defined the interest as "the right to
obtain and use marijuana," and contending that
the "dirty little secret of constitutional law is
that, purely as a descriptive matter, they were
both correct"); Marc P. Florman, The Harmless
Pursuit of Happiness: Why "Rational Basis with
Bite" Review Makes Sense for Challenges to
Occupational Licenses , 58 Loy. L. Rev. 721, 740

(2012) (discussing St. Joseph Abbey v. Castille ,
712 F.3d 215 (5th Cir.), cert. denied , 571 U.S.
952, 134 S.Ct. 423, 187 L.Ed.2d 281 (2013), and
asserting that "[o]ne could just as accurately
define the right the monks are attempting to
assert in broad terms (economic freedom or
liberty of contract), in narrow terms (the right to
sell wooden caskets), and in terms somewhere in
between (e.g., the right to work in one's chosen
profession without unnecessary regulation)").

24 See Ryan Golden, Dazed & Confused: The
State of Enforcement of Marijuana Offenses
After the Texas Hemp Farming Act , 72 Baylor L.
Rev. 737, 739 (2020).

25 See Patton, supra note 3, at 4.

26 See Few v. State , 588 S.W.2d 578, 581 (Tex.
Crim. App. 1979) ("Cannabis sativa L. is the
name bestowed on the Indian hemp plant by the
Swedish botanist Carolus Linnaeus."); Golden,
supra note 24, at 739.

27 See generally Capuano v. State , No.
05-04-01832-CR, 2006 WL 321964, at *4 (Tex.
App.—Dallas Feb. 13, 2006, no pet.) ; Patton,
supra note 3, at 4.

28 See Golden, supra note 24, at 739; Patton,
supra note 3, at 3; Marijuana: A Study of State
Policies & Penalties , Nat'l Governors’ Conf. Ctr.
for Pol'y Rsch. & Analysis (Nov. 1977) at 1,
https://www.ojp.gov/pdffiles1/Digitization/43880
NCJRS.pdf.

29 See Marijuana: A Study of State Policies &
Penalties, supra note 28, at 1.

30 See Heydari, supra note 3, at 4–5.

31 See id. at 5.

32 See id. at 4–5 ; Robert M. Lydon, High Anxiety:
Forcing Medical Marijuana Patients to Choose
Between Employment and Treatment , 63 B.C. L.
Rev. 623, 625 n.12 (2022).

33 See Patton, supra note 3, at 20 n.118; Heydari,
supra note 3, at 4–5.

34 See Few , 588 S.W.2d at 581 ; Lydon, supra
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note 32, at 625 n.12; Heydari, supra note 3, at
4–5.

35 See Lydon, supra note 32, at 625 n.12;
Heydari, supra note 3, at 4–5.

36 See Few , 588 S.W.2d at 581 ; Lydon, supra
note 32, at 625 n.12.

37 See Golden, supra note 24, at 739; Garcia &
Stout, supra note 3, at 22–23.

38 Patton, supra note 3, at 5–6; Marijuana: A
Study of State Policies & Penalties, supra note
28, at 2.

39 " ‘Marihuana,’ with an ‘H,’ is the traditional
spelling in the United States, particularly in
official, government documents. ‘Marijuana,’
with a ‘J,’ is the popular, contemporary spelling."
Patton, supra note 3, at 3 (footnote omitted).

40 Julie Andersen Hill, Cannabis Banking: What
Marijuana Can Learn from Hemp , 101 B.U. L.
Rev. 1043, 1046 n.7 (2021) ; Golden, supra note
24, at 739.

41 Hill, supra note 40, at 1046 n.7; Golden, supra
note 24, at 739.

42 Patton, supra note 3, at 6.

43 Id. at 7.

44 Id. (suggesting that the term " ‘narcotic’ was
understood to mean any drug used by
individuals of low socio-economic standing" and
thus "cannabis was classified as a narcotic"
(citing Richard J. Bonnie & Charles H.
Whitebread II, The Marijuana Conviction: A
History of Marijuana Prohibition in the United
States 51 (1974))).

45 Marijuana: A Study of State Policies &
Penalties, supra note 28, at 2.

46 See Spangler v. State , 135 Tex.Crim. 36, 117
S.W.2d 63, 64 (Tex. Crim. App. 1938) ; Baker v.
State , 123 Tex.Crim. 209, 58 S.W.2d 534, 534
(Tex. Crim. App. 1933) (relying on a magazine's
description of "marihuana" and noting that "the
accuracy of the statement is not vouched for by

the members of the court"); Santos v. State , 122
Tex.Crim. 69, 53 S.W.2d 609, 609 (Tex. Crim.
App. 1932) ; Davila v. State , 108 Tex.Crim. 65,
298 S.W. 908, 908 (Tex. Crim. App. 1927)
(reversing conviction for selling "Marijuana,
which seems to be a preparation used in a pipe
or cigarette to smoke").

47 Marihuana Tax Act of 1937, Pub. L. No.
75-238, 50 Stat. 551 (1937) (repealed 1970); see
Patton, supra note 3, at 9.

48 Gonzales v. Raich , 545 U.S. 1, 11, 125 S.Ct.
2195, 162 L.Ed.2d 1 (2005) ; see Heydari, supra
note 3, at 4–5.

49 See Marijuana: A Study of State Policies &
Penalties, supra note 28, at 4.

50 See id. at 4–5 ; Patton, supra note 3, at 9.

51 See Marijuana: A Study of State Policies &
Penalties, supra note 28, at 5.

52 See Patton, supra note 3, at 12 & n.79.

53 See Marijuana: A Study of State Policies &
Penalties, supra note 28, at 5.

54 Controlled Substances Act of 1970, Pub. L. No.
91-513, 84 Stat. 1236 (1970) (codified at 21
U.S.C. § 801 ); see Gonzales , 545 U.S. at 13–14,
125 S.Ct. 2195 ; Patton, supra note 3, at 15.

55 Patton, supra note 3, at 18.

56 See United States v. Moore , 446 F.2d 448,
450 (3d Cir. 1971) ; Williams v. State , 524
S.W.2d 705, 708 n.1 (Tex. Crim. App. 1975).

57 See Heydari, supra note 3, at 10.

58 Id.

59 But see Few , 588 S.W.2d at 582–83
(discussing differences between the federal
Controlled Substances Act and the Texas
Controlled Substances Act, particularly
regarding their treatment of synthetic
hallucinogenic substances, and observing that
the Texas "Legislature greatly expanded what
was the more restricted definition of
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tetrahydrocannabinols in the draft uniform act
and the Federal law").

60 Patton, supra note 3, at 19; Heydari, supra
note 3, at 9.

61 Heydari, supra note 3, at 9.

62 Id.

63 Nevertheless, under federal law as construed
and enforced by the Drug Enforcement Agency,
all CBD was considered to be "marijuana-
derived, and therefore, illegal." Patton, supra
note 3, at 20 n.119.

64 Agricultural Act of 2014, Pub. L. No. 113-79,
128 Stat. 649, 912 (2014) (current version at 7
U.S.C. § 5940 ); see Patton, supra note 3, at 20
n.119.

65 Heydari, supra note 3, at 10.

66 Agriculture Improvement Act of 2018, Pub. L.
No. 115-334, 132 Stat. 4490 (2018).

67 See Garcia & Stout, supra note 3, at 22.

68 The 2018 Farm Bill did not completely legalize
all plants and products that meet the new
definition of "hemp." Beyond the maximum-THC-
concentration requirement, the bill also imposes
licensing, registration, reporting, testing, and
other requirements. Cannabis remains a
scheduled substance under the Controlled
Substances Act, and plants and products that
are cultivated, handled, manufactured,
processed, distributed, or sold in violation of
these additional requirements remain illegal.
See Heydari, supra note 3, at 11.

69 See Garcia & Stout, supra note 3, at 22–23.

70 Golden, supra note 24, at 740; see also Garcia
& Stout, supra note 3, at 22–23; Heydari, supra
note 3, at 6.

71 See Dep't of State Health Servs., Order
Removing Hemp, as Defined by the Agricultural
Marketing Act of 1946, From Schedule I , 44
Tex. Reg. 1467, 1467–69 (2019).

1 As I discuss in more detail below, see infra at
31, 125 S.Ct. 2195, our Constitution's Bill of
Rights has two due-course clauses. As in the
Court's opinion, my references to "the due-
course clause" are to Article I, § 19.

2 I speak in this paragraph of general
principles—I do not suggest that any parties or
lawyers in this case have done anything short of
their duty to this Court and to their clients.

3 Of course, as I further discuss below, the due-
course clause is not the entire Constitution.
Governmental actions may violate other
provisions (including our equal-protection
clause, see Tex. Const. art. I, § 3, which prevents
arbitrarily disparate treatment of our citizens).
The only challenge before us, however, arises
under the due-course clause.

4 Even in the context of heightened scrutiny, for
example, the U.S. Supreme Court has held that
an insufficient rationale for a distinction justified
imposing a greater restriction on everyone
rather a lesser restriction on some. Sessions v.
Morales-Santana , ––– U.S. ––––, 137 S. Ct. 1678,
1698–1700, 198 L.Ed.2d 150 (2017).

5 The briefing that the Court did receive on the
history and context of "due course" came from
an amicus—Professor Charles W. "Rocky"
Rhodes's 2014 State Constitutional Law Class.
That brief provides an excellent example of how
an "amicus curiae"—in its true sense of "friend
of the court"—can greatly aid the Court in its
consideration of murky legal questions. See Brief
of South Texas College of Law 2014 State
Constitutional Law Class as Amicus Curiae, Patel
v. Tex. Dep't of Licensing & Regul. , 469 S.W.3d
69 (Tex. 2016) (No. 12-0657).

6 Cooley notes that municipal power was subject
to several restrictions. The most important of
them, for present purposes, is that "[m]unicipal
by-laws must also be reasonable.... To render
them reasonable, they should tend in some
degree to the accomplishment of the objects for
which the corporation was created and its
powers conferred." Cooley, supra , at 243–44.

7 See id. at 257–58.
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8 Milliken does not identify the edition that it
cites, but § 259 in the 1873 second edition is
titled "Must not Contravene a Common Right."
In the third edition (1881), § 259 concerns the
validity of corporate meetings and does not
appear relevant.

9 For example, in Austin v. Murray , the court
held that the town by-law totally banning
bringing in any dead for interment in the town
was "wholly unauthorized by the act of the
legislature " empowering the town board to
make rules about interment of the dead. 33
Mass. 121, 124, 127 (1834) (emphasis added).
The other cited cases, with similar import, were
Hayden v. Noyes , 5 Conn. 391 (1824) ; Dunham
v. Trs. of Rochester , 5 Cow. 462, 466 (N.Y. Sup.
Ct. 1826) ; Hayes v. City of Appleton , 24 Wis.
542, 543–44 (1869) ; and Barling v. West , 29
Wis. 307, 315–16 (1871).

The lone cited case that did not concern a
municipal ordinance is Chy v. Freeman , 92 U.S.
275, 23 L.Ed. 550 (1875). A California statute
gave authority to a "Commissioner of
Immigration" to "satisfy himself" that non-citizen
passengers considered to have undesirable traits
could not come ashore without a bond for
indemnification for the care of the person for
two years. Id. at 277. It also attached all kinds of
processing fees to be recovered by an official
under the commissioner, some of which the
official could keep personally. Id. at 278. The
Court held the state statute void because it
invaded the power that the Constitution
expressly granted to Congress concerning "the
admission of citizens and subjects of foreign
nations." Id. at 280.

10 Patel states that Mabee was reversed on other
grounds, 469 S.W.3d at 84, but the U.S.
Supreme Court did reverse on due-process
grounds (not other grounds), see McDonald v.
Mabee , 243 U.S. 90, 92, 37 S.Ct. 343, 61 L.Ed.
608 (1917). So beyond formally being a dead
letter, Mabee perhaps also inadequately
understood the Fourteenth Amendment.

11 See Honors Acad., Inc. v. Tex. Educ. Agency ,
555 S.W.3d 54, 61 (Tex. 2018) ("Our due course
clause is nearly identical to the federal due

process clause ...."); In re N.G. , 577 S.W.3d 230,
234 (Tex. 2019) ; E.A. v. Tex. Dep't of Fam. &
Protective Servs. , 587 S.W.3d 408, 408 n.1 (Tex.
2019) ; Wallace v. Tex. Dep't of Fam. &
Protective Servs. , 586 S.W.3d 407, 408 n.1 (Tex.
2019) ; Horton v. Tex. Dep't of Fam. &
Protective Servs. , 587 S.W.3d 12, 13 n.1 (Tex.
2019).

12 Chief Justice Phillips, who otherwise joined the
Court's opinion, did not join footnote 23, in
which the Court suggested that the due-course
clause may have been broader than the due-
process clause.

13 Justice Enoch's dissent contended that
"[u]nder the guise of denial of procedural due
course of law, the Court is in fact creating a
substantive due course of law interest ...." Id. at
200 (Enoch, J., dissenting).

14 Justice Blacklock likewise has recently
suggested that rights like the parental bond with
a child are so engrained in what it means to be a
free human being that they exist without
separate expression. See In re A.M. , 630 S.W.3d
25, 25 (Tex. 2019) (Blacklock, J., concurring in
the denial of review) (acknowledging that our
law recognizes the protection of this bond,
which precedes the law itself).

15 See infra Part IV (further discussing the
analysis of the historical evidence).

16 The Court's dicta seemed to suggest that the
Texas Constitution's due-course clause could be
understood with a reasonable degree of reliance
on then-contemporary U.S. Supreme Court
cases. That may be another way of suggesting
that the meaning of the due-course clause was
consistent with the federal guarantee, fixed at
that time. Such an understanding would not
authorize Texas judges to "discover" new rights
lurking within its text.

17 Of course, this analysis will require historical
assessments not only of the Texas Constitution
of 1876 but also the due-process clause enacted
in 1868. The debates over the original public
meaning of that provision continue to rage, but I
will resist the temptation to enter those debates
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here or to describe the U.S. Supreme Court's
long and winding history of giving meaning to
that clause. In future cases, to the extent that it
informs the meaning of the due-course clause, I
hope that parties, advocates, amici, and scholars
will bring their best arguments to bear.

18 The omitted footnote quantifies the difference:
While "the Texas Constitution contains
approximately 86,000 words and has been
amended nearly 500 times since 1876," its
federal analogue "has a mere 4,543 words and
has been amended only twenty-seven times since
1789." Id. at 910 n.6.

19 The proposed amendment went to the ballot as
Proposition No. 6, where it won by a sixty-two-
point margin—81% to 19%. See Office of the
Secretary of State, Race Summary Report for
2015 Constitutional Amendment Election,
https://elections.sos.state.tx.us/elchist190_state.
html (November 3, 2015). Now it is part of our
fundamental law. See Tex. Const. art. XVII, § 1
(amendment process).

20 See, e.g., Honey v. Graham , 39 Tex. 1, 8
(1873) ("[T]he incumbent can only be deprived
of his office in the manner pointed out in the
above quoted section of the constitution.").

21 See, e.g., Evans v. Bell , 45 Tex. 553, 555
(1876) ("[H]e merely stipulates thereby that the
note is collectable in due course of law by use of
reasonable diligence.").

22 For example, the 1869 due-course clause
included "privileges." Tex. Const. of 1869 art. I, §
16 ("No citizen of this State shall be deprived of
life, liberty, property, or privileges, outlawed,
exiled, or in any manner disfranchised, except by
due course of the law of the land."). Only in 1876
was the phrase "or immunities" added. Does that
addition tell us anything new or different about
what "due course" itself means? Or does it
simply confirm that, to the extent something
qualifies as a "privilege" (a separate inquiry), the
state cannot deprive someone of it absent
compliance with the long-established
understanding of "due course" protections?

23 See, e.g., Citizens United v. Fed. Election

Comm'n , 558 U.S. 310, 386, 130 S.Ct. 876, 175
L.Ed.2d 753 (2010) (Scalia, J., concurring) ("Of
course the Framers’ personal affection or
disaffection for corporations is relevant only
insofar as it can be reflected in the understood
meaning of the text they enacted —not ... as a
freestanding substitute for that text.") (emphasis
added).

24 The University of Texas School of Law's
Tarlton Law Library's Jamail Center for Legal
Research has a wealth of primary sources
available at, e.g. ,
https://tarlton.law.utexas.edu/constitutions/intro
duction. Dedicated archivists have, among other
things, digitized Texas’ historical constitutions
and the journals and debates of the
constitutional conventions, which are all
available through tabs shown at that link.

25 Repub. Tex. Const. of 1836, Declaration of
Rights, cl. 6 (protection "[i]n all criminal
prosecutions" against being "deprived of life,
liberty, property, but by due course of law"); id.
cl. 7 ("No citizen shall be deprived of privileges,
outlawed, exiled, or in any manner
disfranchised, except by due course of the law of
the land."); id. cl. 11 ("All courts shall be open,
and every man for any injury done him in his
lands, goods, person, or reputation, shall have
remedy by due course of law.").

26 See, e.g. , Ala. Const. of 1819, art. I, §§ 10, 14 ;
Conn. Const. of 1818, art. I, §§ 9, 12 ; Del. Const.
of 1831, art. I, § 9 ; Ind. Const. of 1816, art. I, §
11 ; Ky. Const. of 1799, art. X, § 13; Me. Const.
of 1820, art. I, § 19 ; Miss. Const. of 1832, art. I,
§§ 10, 14 ; Ohio Const. of 1802, art. VIII, § 7 ; Pa.
Const. of 1790, art. IX, § 11 ; Tenn. Const. of
1835, art. I, § 17. Usage in those and other
states may help us understand what "due
course" traditionally required. That
understanding, in turn, may help us determine
whether there is good reason to depart from that
tradition because of any Texas peculiarity,
whether in our existing law or in the
constitutional drafting and ratifying process.

27 I cannot survey the literature in this (already
too lengthy) opinion, but I will mention several
examples while readily acknowledging how
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many others merit such a mention. Ryan C.
Williams argues the bulk of state-court
practice—twenty of the then thirty-seven
states—had some version of substantive due
process with only two rejecting it. The One and
Only Substantive Due Process Clause , 120 Yale
L.J. 408, 469–70 (2010). And Randy E. Barnett
and Evan D. Bernick have a new book
complicating the picture. The Original Meaning
of the 14th Amendment: Its Letter & Spirit
(2021). They present substantive and procedural

due process as a false dichotomy. By 1868, they
argue, "due process" had begun to mix with "law
of the land," and any legislative act had to
comply with the "law of the land" before it itself
could become "law." Id. at 273–75. And Ilan
Wurman defends the conventional originalist
view that due process of law was indeed about
process, not substance. See generally The
Second Founding: An Introduction to the
Fourteenth Amendment (2020).
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